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BROOKLYN PARK COMMISSIONERS. 

To the Honorable the Mayor and Common Council of the 

City of Brooklyn: 

Tue Brooklyn Park Commissioners respectfully submit 
to the Common Council of the City this report of their 
proceedings for the year 1869, with a statement of their 
receipts and expenditures for the same period. 

Their last report referred to the proceedings of Commis- 
sioners who had recently been appointed by the Supreme 
Court to estimate the value of land added to Prospect Park 
at its Western angle, and suggested the hope, that their: 
forthcoming report on damages, would be of such a char- 
acter as to justify the Board in asking the Supreme Court 
to ratify and confirm the same. The report was soon after- 
wards presented to the Board, and awarded to the owners 

of land the damages sustained by them, amounting in the 
whole to one million seven hundred and five thousand two 
hundred and forty-eight dollars and thirty-two cents. This 
amount, however, included the expense of the proceedings, 
together with the expense of the subsequent proceedings 
to assess property adjacent to the Park for special benefit ; 
which yet remains to be done. Although the estimate: 
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seemed large when compared with former prices, it was 
the result of a fair and impartial examination of the claims 
of the parties in interest, made by five of our most judi- 
cious and reliable citizens; and there was no question that 
the property had been greatly increased in value by its im- 
mediate contiguity to the Park, during the time that its 
acquisition had been unfortunately delayed by legislative 
inaction. The Board also considered the great importance, 
if not the absolute necessity of this addition to the Park, 
and did not therefore hesitate to accept the report of the 
Commissioners, and apply to the Court for its confirmation. 
The bonds authorized by law were at once issued by the 
City authorities, and met with a ready sale. The awards 
for land taken were promptly paid, and the Board forth- 
with entered into possession of the premises. In an artistic 
point of view this acquisition fully justifies the high 

expectations of its value originally entertained by the 
Board. And if we are to judge from the unqualified 
expressions of admiration with which the subsequent open- 
ing of the drive through these beautifully wooded and 
picturesque grounds has been greeted, the Board are well 
assured that public sentiment entirely approves of their 
action in this behalf. 

The same Commissioners are now rapidly proceeding 
with the assessment which the law directs them to make 
upon property specially benefitted by the opening of the 
Park. And the Board have reason to expect that when 
that Commission shall have finished their work, Park 

indebtedness will have been very largely diminished. It 
is but justice to the Assessment Commissioners to add that 
they are engaged in an arduous and important work; that 
their operations extend over a large district of country, and 
that they have been prevented by the terms of the law 
from commencing their labors until after the confirmation 
of the last report on land taken for Park extension. 
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The Commissioners were much pleased to find that the 
subject of laying out streets and avenues through the 
County of Kings, so as to conform, as nearly as may be 
practicable and judicious, to the streets and avenues of our 
City, to which subject they have repeatedly called the 
attention of the Common Council, was acted upon by the 
Legislature at its last session. The present Supervisors of 
the County towns, in conjunction with the President of the 
Board of Supervisors, were appointed a Board of Commis- 
sioners for the purpose of maturing a permanent plan of 
improvement. That Board have since appointed an expe- 
rienced Surveyor to make the requisite examinations, and 

to prepare a map of the streets and avenues upon a plan 
suggested by them; and it is understood that the result of 
their labors will soon be submitted to public inspection. 

One of the most striking features of the new plan, bear- 
ing directly upon the interests of the Park, and of our City, 
will be found to be a noble avenue, two hundred and ten 

feet wide, stretching southerly from Prospect Park towards 
Coney Island, but terminating for the present at the newly 
established Fair Grounds. This avenue will form another 
grand approach to the Park, and is to be laid out under 
the liberal auspices of the owners of the land through 
which it passes, at their own expense, and has been placed 
under the control and management of the Park Commis- 
sloners. 

This splendid improvement is similar to that which was 
formerly suggested by the Board, on the line of Sackett 
street, as a suitable approach to the Park from the East, 
and will soon be thrown open to public use; and when 
properly regulated, planted with shade trees, and extended 
to the ocean, terminating in a broad terrace upon the beach, 

as it must eventually do, will form a most attractive sea- 
side promenade and drive. 
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The enterprise of our neighbors has also placed another 
fine improvement in the hands of the Park Commissioners ; 
which consists in the widening of the Coney Island road 
to the width of one hundred feet; thereby opening up a 
direct avenue to the sea, and at the same time throwing 
open to the public another opportunity of selecting sites 
for suburban residence unequaled for beauty of situation, 
for salubrity of air, and for convenient access to business 

centers by any locality on the Island. 

By means of these and of other kindred improvements 
connected with Park extension, in which the Board have 

been engaged, land throughout the County of Kings has 
greatly increased in value, the taxable property in the 
rural districts having been nearly doubled during the last 
four years. While we rejoice with our friends in the coun- 

try towns that they are the fortunate possessors of such 
valuable property, we heartily congratulate our citizens at 
large upon the splendid opportunities of improvement which 
are about to be thrown open to them. It is thus, in con- 
nection with those magnificent enterprises of bridging and 
of tunneling the East River, which have already engaged 

the attention of the Common Council, that the Board expect 
to realize those broad plans of public improvement which 
they have from time to time suggested by their annual re- 
ports and otherwise, as opportunity presented: and it is 

thus that they hope to establish for Brooklyn that reputa- 
tion which she justly merits, of a highly favored quarter of 

the great metropolis of this Western world, possessing su- 
perior natural advantages in many respects over her more 
wealthy neighbor, but particularly as a healthful and desir- 

able place of residence for her men of business. 

The success of our Park enterprise, now so generally ad- 
mitted, is believed to have contributed largely to the pro- 
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duction of the increased values to which the Commissioners 
have referred. On reference to the assessment rolls of the 
City’s property, they find that since the commencement of 
active operations on the Park, there has been added to her 
tax list the large amount of $77,232,410, the Board of 

Assessors having felt themselves justified by its very ob- 

vious increase, in adding 25 per cent. to the list of her 
taxable property for the year 1869. The amount of such 
property is now $196,624,110, while in the rural districts 

it is $11,808,933, making the total amount now standing 
on the Assessor’s books, $208,483,043; nearly two-fifths 

thereof having been added since the period above referred 
to. It should be observed, also, in order to a proper 
appreciation of these facts, that a large portion of this in- 

crease, to wit: the sum of $32,820,059, has arisen in the 

Wards immediately surrounding the Park, including the 
town of Flatbush, thereby increasing the City’s annual 
income nearly a million of dollars. 

The rapid increase of our population, as well as the 
number of houses built for their accommodation, fully sus- 

tains the action of the Assessors. During the time referred 
to, our City has trebled its former annual rate of house 
building, and she has actually erected nearly one-half more 

houses within the last three years than were built in the 
City of New York. That our territorial expansion corres- 
ponds therewith, appears from the many miles of new 
streets opened, graded and paved within the past year; 
while more than eight additional miles of re-pavement, 
having an improved surface which supersedes the old fash- 
ioned cobble stone pavement, has opened up several direct 
and easy approaches to the Park. The population of our 
City, also, according to the statistics of the past forty years, 
has been found to double in rather less than twelve years ; 
the increase of New York being at about one-half that 
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rate; so that, unless New York shall speedily absorb all 

the southern towns of Westchester, or unless some unfor- 

seen check shall be given to our progress, we must expect 
to gain yearly upon her until we shall become the larger 
of the two cities; an event which, in the ordinary course 
of things, must occur before the close of the present cen- 
tury. Such a demand upon the respiratory and sanitary 
resources of our City has never yet occurred in the history 
of any people, and should convince us of the immense im- 
portance of securing Parks and open planted spaces of 
every description in advance, and wherever it may be prac- 
ticable, as lungs for this great population. 

But the question with which our City as a municipality 
is more immediately concerned, at this time, is not so much 
the numerical increase of her population as its character, 
chiefly in reference to its ability to pay taxes,and make the 
improvements we require. One of the chief difficulties un- 
der which we have labored, and still do labor, consists in 
the comparatively low valuation of our property. A house 
on 2,500 square feet of ground, worth perhaps only a thou- 
sand dollars, costs as much for the repair of streets, for 
lamps, police, and the other machinery of City government, 
as the house paying taxes on $20,000. Our constant 

aim, therefore, should be to increase these valuations, by 
holding out such inducements to men of wealth and taste, 
in the way of improved streets, increased Park accommoda- 
tions and other social advantages, as will make Brooklyn 

a more desirable place of residence for them than any 
other City. 

It will be remembered that the present Park Commission- 
ers, with two or three exceptions, were appointed in 1864, 
Upon their accession to office, they found that a fresh im- 

petus had been everywhere given to Park enterprise by 
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the liberal views then recently adopted for laying out large 
parks in New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore; and our 
City’s need of a first-class Park, could no longer be satisfied 
with the very moderate dimensions assigned to Prospect 
Park by the law of 1860. This necessarily led to a review 
of the whole subject of boundaries, including various ques- 
tions of entries and approaches, as necessarily connected 
therewith. The plan of improvement also, as originally 
suggested, for reasons which do not now require any de- 
tailed statement, failed to receive the approval of the reor- 
ganized Board. No principal entrance, or none suited to 
the dignity of a large Park, had been provided, and they 
deemed it proper, therefore, to apply to the Legislature at 
once for authority to annex so much additional land as was 
necessary to form what now constitutes the Plaza. 

Nor upon the question of boundaries could they satisfy 
themselves that the ground which had been taken was all 

that was required in respect to extent or opportunity of 
improvement; and least of all that the land on the east 
side of Flatbush Avenue, in consequence mainly of its iso- 
lated and disjointed character, could be made to harmonize 
in any tolerable degree with the fine Park land on the other | 
side. They consequently proceeded to mature a plan which 
they thought better suited to the character of a first-class 
Park, which added very considerably to the dimensions of 
the original plan, but extended it in a direction in which 
land was cheapest, and fortunately best adapted to Park 
purposes, while it took nothing from our own taxable prop- 
erty. Their report upon this plan, with a full explanation 
of its details, and a map showing the contemplated change 
of boundaries, with the proposed abandonment for Park 
uses of the land east of Flatbush Avenue, was thereupon 
printed and extensively circulated throughout the commu- 

nity, and received a very decided and unqualified approval. 
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And the Commissioners here deem it worthy of notice in 
passing, that the map annexed to that report is the same 
design, without material alteration or addition, wpon which 
the landscape architects of the Board have been working 
from the beginning of their operations, and upon which 
they still continue to work. 

Being satisfied with the favorable expression of public 
opinion thus obtained, the Commissioners applied to the 
Legislature for the additional territory required to carry 
out their enlarged plan of improvement, at the same time 
asking for authority to sell so much of the land on the east 
side of Flatbush Avenue as was not embraced in the plan, 
in order that they might have means to pay for what they 
proposed to annex on the other side. They obtained a 
portion of the land required, but, much to their regret, were 
refused the fifty acres referred to in a former part of this 
report, and which constituted one of the prominent features 
of their design. Their request for permission to sell was 
also denied, although it had received the approval of the 

Senate, and is believed to have influenced that body in the 
passage of the bill for Park extension, which was acted 

upon by them on the same day. 

¢ 

After Park areas had been thus far extended, the Com- 

missioners, hoping that the residue of the land required to 
carry out the improved plan would yet be conceded to 
them, deemed it expedient to commence the improvement. 
They began upon that part of the ground which was ori- 
ginally selected for a Park, and where their expenditures 
had been limited in amount: but it proved to be the most 
difficult, and consequently the most expensive to operate 

upon. Among other difficulties, it became necessary to ac- 
commodate the Park grades to those established for the 
surrounding streets of the City, which grades had recent- 
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ly been much reduced; and ‘the transformation of the 
ground to meet these changes could only be accomplished 
at very considerable expense. ‘The Commissioners however 
believe that the expenditure is not to be regretted; and 
they take this opportunity of expressing the opimion that 
the style and finish with which this as well as other Park 
improvements have been executed, have had much to do 
with the great increase in values to which they have above 
referred. It was not so much the fact that Brooklyn was to 
have a large Park, as it was the discovery that her Park was 
to possess an artistic beauty and finish equal to any Park 
extant, which was to sustain her in her competition with 
the Parks of other cities. 

The Commissioners have claimed for Brooklyn the advan- 
tage of being a more desirable place of residence in many 
respects than New York, and they think it can be readily 
shown that she possesses finer sites for city residences, in 
connection with the refined enjoyments of a Park, than can 
be found in that city. She has even now, under her own 
control, a district of country, east of Flatbush Avenue, in 

the highest degree attractive, and which, if properly im- 
proved, would open up another large district Southerly and 
Easterly therefrom, to the immense advantage of our City, 
both socially and financially. But in order to develop 
these advantages fully, they think it will be necessary to 
revise the whole street plan of this quarter of the City, 
while it is yet under easy municipal control, and to lay it out 
anew in such a way as will not only be much more conve- 
nient and useful to the public, than it would be under any 
other plan yet suggested, but must make it perfectly appa- 
rent that we have, in Brooklyn, in close connection with 
our Park, more desirable places of residence than can be 

found elsewhere in any city. The lower portion of the map 
which is annexed to this report will further explain this 
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last suggestion of the Commissioners, while it also indicates 
the location and extent of land which they propose to sell. 

If sold, it would of course be with proper restrictions in 
regard to the character of the improvements to be made 

upon it, and with suitable reservations of streets and ave- 

nues. The Commissioners intend to reserve, besides the 
avenues which they propose to lay out with wide planted 
borders, and the Reservoir ground, with an ornamental gar- 
den around it, a body of land two hundred and sixty feet 
in depth fronting the Park, to be held by the City as a site 
for public buildings and institutions, as stated in their last 
annual report. 

They do not propose to interrupt, but to improve and 
amplify all the direct lines of communication through the 
district east of the Park, retaining for Park purposes every 
foot of land from which a view of the bay or of the sea can 

be had. But after making all these reservations, there will 

still remain a body of over one hundred acres of land, to be 
disposed of with such restrictions as will insure the erection 
upon it of strictly first class dwelling houses. A former 
report estimated the proceeds of such sale at two and a half 
millions of dollars; but the Commissioners are advised that 

their estimate was too low by at least half a million of dol- 
lars. If to this is added a million for its improvement 
when retained as a Park, which the experience of the Com- 
missioners in dealing with ground of a similar character on 

the other side of the avenue, induces them to believe would 

be a fair estimate of the expense, the difference to the City 
betweeu selling and retaining this land, will amount to at 
least four millions of dollars. But this is not all: for if 
we double the price of the land as a fair representation of 
the value of the buildings which would probably be erected 
upon it, we shall add immensely to the taxable property 
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of our City, besides increasing her annual revenue by at 
least half a million of dollars. 

The general views upon the subject of a sale here pre- 
sented, were more fully expressed by the President of this 
Commission, at a public discussion of the matter to which 
the Park Commissioners invited their fellow citizens last 

Spring, at the Court House: and they now append a copy 
of the statement then made, respectfully soliciting a candid 
consideration of the arguments therein contained. 

With regard to the ability of the City to make a good title 
to the land proposed to be sold, the Commissioners entertain 
no doubt. When this land was first taken and it became 
necessary to raise money for the payment of awards, City 
bonds were issued and put upon the market for sale. The 
chief security for these bonds consisted in a statutory lien 
upon the Park; and it was objected by capitalists that, for 
as much as the City had not the fee of the land, but took 
merely an easement similar to that by which a street is held, 
if the holder of the security should be compelled to realize, 
he could have no permanent possession of the land, since it — 
would revert to the owner of the fee as soon as it ceased to 
be used for Park purposes. In this respect, the security 
was found to be inferior to that of the City’s water bonds, 

where the entire property of the department, including res- 
ervoirs, pipes and hydrants, is pledged for payment. In 
order, therefore, to furnish a new credit for Park bonds, 
which should make them equal in this respect to the water 
bonds, an Act of the Legislature was passed in the Spring 
of 1865, authorizing proceedings to be taken for the pur- 
pose of transferring the ultimate fee of the land to the City. 

Such proceedings were accordingly had, the residuary inter- 
est of the owners was valued by Commissioners appointed by 
the Supreme Court, and payment made to the parties. This 
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payment necessarily included the whole value of the inherit- 

ance, leaving nothing further to be paid to the owners, at any 
time or under any circumstances. It was the full market 

value of the land at the time, and no objection was ever 
made to such valuations by the parties in interest. 

The validity of a similar Act of the Legislature was fully 
sustained by the Court of Appeals, in this State, in the case 
of Haywards Executors, against the City of New York, 
(7, N. Y. R., 486,) where a portion of the Almshouse 
grounds, which the City had taken for public purposes, was 
sold under similar circumstances. The Court held, in that 

case, not only that the Legislature had power to authorize 
a municipal corporation, to acquire a fee simple title to the 
lands of private persons required for public purposes, upon 
the payment of a just compensation, to be fixed by Com- 
missioners appointed by the Court; but that when so ac- 

quired, no reversionary estate or interest remained in the 
former proprietors. It held, furthermore, that if the public 
exigencies required the subsequent conversion of lands thus 
acquired to some other purpose than that for which they 

were originally taken, they might be so converted and sold 
without any accountability to the former proprietors. And 
this decision appears to the Commissioners to be manifestly 
equitable and just: for, if when the particular object for 
which the land was taken had ceased to exist, 1t should by 
any operation of law be allowed to return to the owners, 
they having received full compensation for their relinquish- 
ment of it to the public use, it must necessarily follow that 
they would not only have their land again, but its price 
also. No one, we think, will fail to see the iniquity of such 
an extraordinary result as is here suggested. 

The owners, then, having received payment in full, and 
the fee of the land being absolutely vested in the City, the 
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Commissioners are satisfied that, if the Legislature concur in 
a sale, there can be no difficulty in making title. There is, 
of course, no longer any other outstanding interest, unless 
it be that of the bondholders; and their interest will be 
effectually protected by placing the whole proceeds of sale 
in the hands of the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund, for 
the redemption of their bonds. 

As part of the history of our proceedings during the year, 
we are here obliged to refer to a proposition made to the 
Board, on the part of some gentlemen residing in the Ninth 
and ‘Twentieth Wards of the City, to enter into a contract 
with them for the improvement of this portion of Park land. 
Their proposal, with the report of the Committee to whom 
the matter was referred, is appended to this report, and fully 
explains the reasons of the Board in declining to enter into 
such a contract. | 

The Commissioners cannot take leave of this subject with- 

out again expressing their thorough conviction of the pyro. 

priety, if not the necessity, in view of the City’s extended 
financial obligations, of making a fresh disposition of the | 
land on the east side of the Avenue, so that it may be laid’ 
out and sold under their direction, in a way which they 
think will not only benefit the Park by giving it proper 
approaches from the North and East, but will, at the same 
time, add largely to the value of property in its vicinity, 
and establish the secular character of this whole quarter of 
the city upon an entirely new basis. 

During the past season, the work of construction has gone: 
forward upon all the Parks under the control of the Com- 
missioners, with as much rapidity as was practicable, and 
they respectfully refer to the reports of their landseape 

Architects and Engineers, which are hereto annexed, for a , ie 2 
| | 
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full detail of the various operations in which they have been 
engaged. ‘The whole area under treatment, thus far, is 852 
acres in Prospect Park, and 30 acres on Washington Park. 
255 acres of the former Park, consisting of woodland 
shrubbery and meadow, with the intervening roads, walks 
and waters, are now complete. The finished drives extend 

over a space of five miles in length, and the bridle paths 
an equal distance. Of finished walks, we have over five 
miles, with four additional miles in progress. And the con- 
struction of the whole design, with a shght exception, may 
now be said to be complete east of a line drawn through 
the middle of the Park. Work is more or less advanced 
over the entire residue of the Park, and the greater part of 

it can, in the opinion of the landscape architects, be readily 
pied in a condition suitable for public use, in the course 
of another season. 

RUSTIC BUILDING NEAR THE ENTRANCE. 
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One of the most interesting incidents of the year’s prog- 
ress has been the completion of the great well and water- 
works connected therewith. A full description of this fine 

specimen of engineering skill, and of the very satisfactory — 
results which have been obtained, will be found in the able 
report of Mr. Martin, the Engineer-in-Chief. The Board 

have now no doubt that the supply of pure spring water 
from this source will be amply sufficient to keep the exten- 
sive ornamental waters of this Park in a good healthy con- 
dition, independent of any other supply. 

The work on Washington Park’has been diligently pros- 
ecuted, and its interior improvement is now so nearly com- 
plete as to justify the erection of the stone wall which 
is now engaging the attention of the architects, and will 
speedily enclose this popular resort. A tasteful design for 
the vault to be erected in this Park, for the reception of the 
remains of the Prison Ship Martyrs, has been prepared and 
is under advisement by the Board. The matter will con- 
tinue to receive that degree of consideration which it so 
justly deserves, 

Tompkins Park, which is laid out in a rapidly growing 
quarter of the City, was recently placed under the charge of 
the Board; but no provision seems to have been made for 
its Improvement; and the Commissioners have consequently 

been unable to do anything further than to protect the pro- 
perty from depredation. They trust, however, that author- 
ity will be given by the present Legislature, to raise money 
sufficient to improve this Park in a style corresponding 
with the other small Parks of Brooklyn. 

The Parade Ground is now in complete order, and has 
during the last season witnessed some of the finest displays 
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of our citizen soldiery ever exhibited in Kings County. In 

addition to the trees planted and roads worked, a substan- 
tial shelter-house with suitable accommodations for the mil- 

itary on parade days, has been erected on the ground; the 

main building being forty feet square, with wings extended 
to the distance of sixty-four feet on each side. 

During the past year nothing of any importance has been 
done towards the improvement of the City Park. It is in 

fact, becoming every day more evident, as the superior 
attractions of Washington Park are being developed, that 
the City Park is not likely for some time to come to be used 
to any extent as a pleasure ground. When the population 
of that quarter of the City shall have crowded Washington 
Park beyond its capacity, and shall require greater Park 
facilities than are now afforded by its beautiful slopes and 
hills, or when our City’s debt shall have been brought 
within such easy and reasonable proportions as shall cease 
to be a serious burden.to our tax payers, the discussion of 
the best method of fitting up the City Park asa place of 
amusement may be resumed with advantage: but at pres- 
ent the Commissioners deem it unwise and impolitie to 

expend upon it that amount of money and of labor which 
would be required to render it at all suitable for such a 
purpose. 

It may be many years before the public accommodation - 
will justify such an expenditure: but in the mean time the 

property may and should be put to some profitable use. 

Its advantages as a market site were set forth in a formier 

report of these Commissioners, and need not here be repeat- 

ed. Public opinion seems fully to have endorsed their 
recommendation to use it for the purposes of a general 

public market; and they hoped that some action of the 
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Common Council would ere this have resulted in the esta- 
blishment of that much needed public accommodation. But 
no such movement having been made, they think they 
should no longer delay to act upon that requirement of the 
law which placed this Park under their supervision, and 
renders it obligatory upon them to suggest to the Legislature 
such further legislation in regard to all the Brooklyn Parks 
as they shall deem advisable. They intend, therefore, to 

lay the whole subject before the Legislature at its present 
session, and to suggest the use of this Park for a public 
market, until it shall be found expedient to resume its use 
as a Park, believing that an economical plan of improve- 
ment may be adopted, which will greatly enhance the value 
of the surrounding property, and be at the same time pro- 

ductive of a handsome revenue to the City, which may be 
devoted to the improvement and maintenance of the other 
City Parks, or used in liquidation of general Park indebt- 
edness, as may be deemed most expedient. 

The unveiling of the Lincoln statue erected upon the 
Plaza of Prospect Park by the dollar subscriptions of our 
people under the management of the War Fund Committee 
of Kings County, formed an epoch in the history of our 
City, as well as of our Park, and gave occasion to an inter- 
esting display of taste and of patriotism. A. A. Low, Esq.,. 
officiated as the presiding officer, and delivered the opening 
address ; after which the statue was duly presented by 
James P. Wallace, Esq., on behalf of the Committee, and 

was received by the President of this Commission in terms 
befitting the occasion. The several addresses made by 
these gentlemen will be found appended to this report; but 
the Commissioners regret that they are unable to include 
the admirable address of the Rev. Dr. R. 8. Storrs, which 

was delivered at the same time in honor of the event. 
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EASTWOOD ARCH. 

A financial statement of the receipts and expenditures of 
the Commission for the current year forms part of this re- 
port, and is applicable to the construction of all the smaller 
City Parks, as well as of Prospect Park. It includes, also, 
a detail of the expenditures upon each Park, with the object 
of such expenditure. In addition thereto will be found a 
statement of the fund for the general maintenance of the 
Parks now under the charge of the Commissioners, which 

was levied in the tax of the previous year and placed in 
their hands for that purpose. The amount received on this 
account, it will be seen, was not sufficient to defray the ex- 
penses of the year, and the deficiency must necessarily be 
made up temporarily from the maintenance fund of the year 
1870. When the requisition for this fund was made upon 
the joint Board of Common Council and Supervisors, as au- 
thorized by the law of 1868, it was, of course, in advance 
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of the expenditure, and with an uncertainty as to the par- 

ticular amount which would be required for the purpose, 
the Board having up to that time no specific data upon 
which to base their estimate. But experience has shown 
that their former estimate of the expense of maintaining 
the Parks was too low, and that for the future the amount 

which will be required to be raised for maintenance will 

not be less than the whole sum authorized by law to be 
expended on this account. 

It will be observed, also, that the fund for the construc. 

tion of Prospect Park has now reached the limit assigned 
to it by the law of 1868, and as an application must be 

made to the Legislature for additional means with which to 
finish this Park, it may not be improper to glance at the 

history of past legislation, as connected therewith. The 
law of 1860, which organized the first Board of Commis- 

sioners and gave form and feature to the original Park en- 
terprise of our City, directed that no plan for the improve- 
ment of the land thereby placed under their charge should 
be adopted or undertaken, of which the entire expense 
when funded would require for the payment of its annual in- 
terest a greater sum than $30,000 per annum. This amount 
was slightly modified by the amended Act of the next year, 
which hmited the cost of improvement to $500,000, and 
was adapted to the simple and inexpensive style of improve- 
ment originally suggested for this Park. The restriction, 
of course, applied only to the comparatively small portions 
of land lying in the vicinity of Flatbush Avenue, as con- 
templated by the Act of 1860, and had no reference to the 
enlarged Park which was subsequently placed under the 
charge of the reorganized Board. In their first expendi- 
tures of money the Commissioners confined themselves to 

this amount so long as they were operating upon land 
within the original Park boundaries; but by the Act of 
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1866, which extended the Park area to very nearly its pres- 

ent dimensions—228 acres haying been added—a new and 

entirely different style of improvement was adopted, requir- 
ing the expenditure of more money. ‘The former restriction 

was accordingly removed and the Commissioners were au- 

thorized to expend such reasonable amounts for improve- 
ment as should be found necessary, and the City authorities 
were directed to issue bonds and furnish means upon the 

requisition of this Board, in the same manner as they had 

been directed to do under the former Act. This arrange- 
ment continued until 1868, when the improvement fund 
was limited to three millions of dollars, including the bonds 

which had been previously issued. 

This limit, as we have said, has now been reached; but 
a very considerable portion of the Park, including the 
fifty acres recently annexed, yet remains to be improved, 
and the Commissioners will be obliged to suspend further 
operations until the Legislature shall have provided means 
for its completion. As to the exact amount which will yet 
be required for this purpose, the Commissioners can make 
no very definite statement. A fine work of art, such as the 

regulation and embellishment of a Park of this description, 
cannot properly be executed by contract, but in the judg- 
ment of the Commissioners the amount required will not 

exceed two millions of dollars. 

Before closing their report it may not be uninteresting to 
the taxpayers of our City for the Commissioners to state the 
extent of the burden which Park enterprise now imposes 
upon our City. The amount awarded for land first pur- 
chased for Prospect Park, on the 15th of June, 1864, in- 
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cluding expenses, as appears from the official report filed in 
the County Clerk’s Office, was : oh) B87, 606) 27 
For the second Le ae on the 5th Feb’y, 

18665... ; HEE We re el: 

For the thir d purchase on fle 2 27th May, 1867, 7 
And for the fourth and last purchase, on the 

13th of April, 1869, aye a PbO p 24.87 32 

Mota tee es SAO IDS 01 
From this deduct the amount awarded to the 

City for a strip of land, thirty feet wide, 
taken from the Park for the widening of 

Vanderbilt Avenue, and paid into: the 
sinking fund to be apphed in the re- 
demption of Park bonds, . ’ 28,509 60 

and the present cost of all the land pur- 
chased will be ‘ 

If to this we add the amount authenied to 

be expended for improvement, . . 8,000,000 00 

the total indebtedness of the City at this 
time, on account of this Park, will be $6,975,648 41 

But no solicitude need be felt by our citizens on the 
score of expense. In a merely pecuniary point of view, and _ 
without regard to the immense social and moral considera- 

tions involved in the possession and use of such a Park, the 
acquisition of the property is proving, as we have shown, a 
splendid investment for the City; and every dollar now’ ex- 
pended upon it will add to its permanent value. This prop- 
erty has cost, say seven millions of dollars; but if sold 
to-day it would realize more than enough to pay the whole 
debt of the City; and long before the bonds issued for its 
purchase shall have matured, it will, in all probability, be 
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worth ten times its cost, besides giving an impetus to prop- 
perty in its neighborhood that will afford a tax more than 
sufficient to pay the interest on its cost, and liquidate the 
entire debt at maturity, without adding anything to the 
general taxation. 

Dated January 11th, 1870. 

JAS. 5. T. STRANAHAN, 

3 PRESIDENT. 

JOHN EH. PRENTICE: 

SECRETARY. 

JOHN N. TAYLOR, 

CoMPTROLLER. 



AN ABSTRACT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
OF THE 

IaOOKILYN PARK COMMISSION, 
FOR THE YEAR 1869. 

CLOMNGS kOe © Man OUN a AT COU IN, W. 

The total receipts on account of Prosprcr Parxk during the year 

1869, were: 

Balance of cash in Bank, January Ist..... : $40,223 78 
Received from Treasurer of the City....... $740,000 00 

se ‘“* Rents of houses in the Park 6,142 01 

© aeoalesotmold: houses...) 2,022 00 

se “ “Wood, grass and old material 1,193 62 

& “Interest on Bank balances... 5,519 91 

cs 36 JOC SORICCISG A mete nemnnrce "2 40 
c pommelzarke be OUT Gls 6,5 hsi aioe sss 568 00 

ne ‘“¢ Labor furnished Contractor. . 309 36 

Parade Ground for improving 

Hramlclim) Atvemtles.y.1.) 1c ei 4,613 32 760,370 62 

$800,594 40 
The total expenditures on this Park for the 

same time were: 
Paid Salaries, Comptroller, Superintendent, 

Landscape Architect and Engineers $ 25,666 30 

Surveyors, Draughtsmen and Assist- 
GINS oc 000000 00000000606 506000000 28,521 50 

Laborers, Mechanics, horses and carts 501,651 58 

Materials of construction, tools and 

cé 

(74 

SUMS ET UNE OT GS + ave vellsheRcter le) o) sole los x)st cel G2 Salo 2 

“ Stationery, printing and drawing ma- 
HOIIAISHS oon Hc he eR OR Es eran eT eta 4,527 24 

““ Fitting up offices, rent and repairs.... 3,385 04 

amelinces plants) and) shrubs...). 2.44.56 : 7,099 15 

“Manure and other fertilizers.......... LOB We 

me iater-pipe and: hydrants:.......4.. 4. 15,532 51 
eae DEAMTIACC-DIPCL a. oo 5 kaise else wa o's « 56 3,420 42 

ee lecGeNiUh PAVEMONES 4... cst a 5 2 s\se iss 12,974 52 766,680 96 

“Balance to credit of Prospect Park, De- 

Gemnloeie Bil, USBOR 6 doo adoodse oo 0.0 33,913 44 

$800,594 40 
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The total receipts and expenditures on account of WasuineTon, 

Carroti, Crry Hatt and Ciry Parks, were: 

Balance of -cashs Want, Tst.\.205 an detest: «hs0 $46,973 47 

Transferred from City Hall Park to main- 

OMA C Ces cic se ie ae eneaecete alle ie rene Tae ete teteme oraiaiens 121 66 

$47,095 13 
THE TOTAL EXPENDITURES WERE, ON WASHINGTON PARK: 

Paid Surveyor and Assistants.............. $3,987 28 

Materials of construction and tools ........ 6,309 95 

Manure. con's: <ax0 oe aye favfetailahe'= <a) os. J6) apaReee os os Oe 971 82 

DRAIN A S=PLP Cw ne ative 2, << ersten wkohels eieihel renee 908 30 

Laborers, horses and carts..........00¢.0s 33,3976 

Trees, plants and shrubs... cspei-ts,« «1 ,0¢nei<0 alee 

Patent pavements. <<... .0. ssa +o cs ovciee yy Somme 

ee ie) Ah 

CARROLL PARK : 

Materials of construction and tools........ 280 52 

Laborers; horses and Carts.i..2% 2. si = src sense 311 24 

WBA Oi ois a svchorcone) Susedatiche ae Arete rs sore vet 5 ae asia i 

iigecsiamde plants veicm =. «skies cree. oe Resi 64 54 
— Se 663 30 

CITY PARK: 

Kaborers, horses andicarts.% 222.5. + >.ae ect ae 44 27 

$52,114 38 

PARADE GROUND: 

The total receipts on account of the Parapr 

GrounpD, during the year 1869, were: 

Balance of cash in Bank, January Ist....... $ 4,425 43 

From City Treasurer.......0.0..0.%..-0+.0  Jaj650500n ahi Oaamem 

The TOTAL EXPENDITURES for the same time, 

were: 
Paid Surveyors and Assistants.... ........ $ 405 28 

“és Materials of construction.../.4 64%. 002.0) OMe 

* Keepers, Mechanics, Laborers and teams 4,510 69 

“ Regulating and grading Franklin Ay.. 4,613 32 

“ On account of lodge and shelter...... 6,500 00 
e108 
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IMAC ING IE NAN © Mb As Cr€- OU NT’. 

Received from the City for the maintenance of all the 

SATIS oa wea ore sOnsale’ s Sia:0, 4 Pe Re rceqe race eilc Seb enre Scot ares . $68,400 00 

Expended on the same Account ; 

For Prospect. | Washington.) Carroll. City. City Hall. 

leeRoadss... «.. GIG38 COlocciccocasc | is Guava teid all ee eepaie orl sore ex ete ays 

2. Walks..... 628 38} 467 18 104 37/ 10999! 109 19 

3. Structures... 393 57 3 51 13 91| 51095} 21 93 

4. Plantations.| 16,660 96) 1,947 61 214 13| 48 36| 231 34 

5. Water ..... 5,148 06 yee Naiman ease aa ee 

6. Drainage...| 1,254 89| 34 el SOT tent) 1 48 

dt ee TRG HSS eee Mert Meera vente es Ghoti) eal lae So. 

Gee OOIS eee 5 3. « 77 99 Ey Date O lteneccusiay seer aha syanc ea veterans lowetenctenerians 

9. Keepers....| 42,962 29| 2,115 74| 1,028 17| 342 21|......... 

10. General....| 2,927 90 ily J1 ke PSECU ene ae 6 70 

Total ........| $79,439 62) $4,987 98| $1,408 55/$1,011 51) $370 67|/$87,218 33 

Deficiency of maintenance for 1869........... pao doooon oo EHSNtS 83 

Ie 

EXPLANATION OF THE FOREGOING STATEMENT. 

Roaps.—Under this head are included repairs of road beds, break- 

ing stone for roads—eravel, or other surface dressing—rolling same, 

and repairing and cleaning silt basins, used on roads. 

. Watxs.—Includes similar items, so far as applicable to walks. 

. StRUcTURES.—Includes everything necessary to keep bridges, build- 
ings, and all other structures in repair. 

. Prantations.—Includes the care, dressing and manuring of grass 

plants and trees, the rolling of lawns, and cutting, curing and re- 

moving of grass. 

. Water.—Includes the care and cleaning of the ornamental waters 

of the Park. Expense of Ridgewood water, steam engine, and re- 
pairs of water-works, hydrants, pipes and fountains, and the distribu- 

tion of water for drinking, and the sprinkling of roads, walks, and 

watering trees and plants. 
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6. Dratnacre.—Includes all expenses appertaining to the general sys- 
tem of sewers and basins, (except those used in roads and walks), 

and everything required for carrying off surface water. 

7. Icr.—Includes the care of ice, cleaning, planing, and illuminating at 

night, with the erection of houses to accommodate the public during 

the winter. 

8, Toors.—Includes the making and repairing of implements of all 
kinds used on the Park. 

9, Kereprers.—Includes wages and uniforms, and all other expenses in- 

cident to this department. 

10, Grenrerat.—For a class of expenditures not properly chargeable 
under any of the preceding heads. 

RECAPITULATION OF ALL THE EXPENDITURES OF THE BROOKLYN 

PARK COMMISSION. 

1865. 1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. Total. 

Prospect Park.....| $17,780 90) $195,701 10 $973,903 60) $1 078,645 12) $766,680 96) $3,032,711 68 

Wiashingtont Parke. |\ ce. te ccrttclleeneece sere 1,851 86 73,835 09} 51,406 81 127,093 76 

WarrolleP andes. ct. s5:\| esis vite ssasinae | Seb ercscecetee 1,810 56 16,716 98 663 30 19,190 84 

(Oni arlsEu ahd rena isaaposoonaca scvegdcenena laser ancnacec 15343 (08| celeron 1,343 03 

(Cal niin gC) dS sdmaecon |eaceapacereal | s50encnaosee 558 44 367 98 44 27 970 69 

METIN TENANCE: + Aso, sl paseo tall sere ed eee ena lene eee eee 87,218 33 87,218 33 

Parades Ground. seals eee eee Ket ahe 250 68 8,772 89 18,818 00 27,841 57 

JOHN N. TAYLOR, 

Comptroller, 

7. 
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OF COMMITTEE ON THE OFFER OF EDMUND DRIGGS AND OTHERS 

TO IMPROVE THE LAND EAST OF FLATBUSH AVENUE. 

ep One @rS Aue, 

To the Board of Commissioners of Prospect Purk : 

GENTLEMEN :— 

During the recent meetings and investigations you and your en- 

gineers estimated the expense of improving the 137 acres of Prospect 

Park, lying East of Flatbush Avenue, at from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000. 

The undersigned believe the estimate to be exaggerated, and that such 

exaggeration may have a tendency to prejudice the public against the 
restoration and improvement of this portion of the Park lands. We 
therefore offer to lay out and improve this land not including fences 

or bridges, over, or tunnels under Flatbush Avenue, under the man- 

agement and supervision of Genl. Egbert L. Viele, or some equally 

competent engineer, and in accordance with the plan presented by 
him, for a sum not exceeding $625,000. Roads to connect with the 

present roads lying west of the Avenue, and will add over bridge of 

Flatbush Avenue, of elegant construction, and a tunnel under the 

Avenue for a further sum not exceeding $150,000. These sums are the 

extreme limit of expense, but we will fulfill our proposition for the ac- 

tual cost of the work, we will furnish adequate security for the per- 

formance of our undertaking. 
This offer will be open to your acceptance until the first day of July 

1869. 

Dated May 22d, 1869. 

Yours respectfully, 

EDMUND DRIGGS. 

J. W. HUNTER. 

CHARLES JONES. 

WM. W. GOODRICH. 

J. CARSON BREVOORT.: 
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The Committee to whom was referred the communication of Messrs. 

‘Edmund Driggs, Jno. W. Hunter, Charles Jones, Wm. W. Goodrich 

and J. Carson Brevoort, under date of May 22d, 1869, by which they 

offer to improve so much of Prospect Park as lies East of Flatbush 

Avenue, at a cost of $775,000, under the engineering of Mr. Egbert 

L. Viele, or some equally competent engineer, according to a 

plan which was suggested by Mr. Viele, in 1860, respectfully 

Report: :— 

That there seem to be many obvious reasons why the Board should 

not accept this proposal. 

In the first place it is to be executed under the supervision of gen- 

tlemen who have not yet been appointed Commissioners, and without 
regard to the fact that there is already a Board of Improvement Com- 

missioners, who must continue to discharge their duties until their suc- 

cessors in office are appointed. Next, they in effect designate Mr. 

Viele as engineer; but the Board is not yet prepared, we think, to 

substitute him in place of the skillful and experienced engineers who 

are now in charge of Park improvement. And furthermore, they pro- 

pose to improve the land acccording to Mr. Viele’s plan—a plan which is 

not in harmony with the present Park design, and which has not been 

adopted by the Board nor approved of by the people. 

There are other serious objections to the proposition of these gentle- 

men. They evidently require too much money for the work they pro- 

pose to do. The Board’s estimate of the cost of improving the East 

side of the Park, as stated at the public meeting of citizens in April 

last, to which their communication refers, was one million of dollars, 

and not from one and a half to two millions, as stated in the proposal. 

It also included two bridges and the necessary fencing, with all such 

other equipments as are required for a place of public resort; while their 

estimate includes no fence, and only one bridge with a tunnel. If we add 

the cost of an enclosure with an additional bridge, their offer will be 

carried up from $775,000 to over a million. But while the Committee 

think the charge is too high, they are pleased to find in it a confirma- 

tion of our own estimate, that this improvement would cost over a 

million of dollars. ; 

The proposal, moreover, is premature. It has not yet been deter- 

mined that the area of land now in the course of improvement on the 
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West side of the avenue, is not sufficiently extensive for a Park, or 
that it is not of convenient access to the masses for whose use it is 
designed. If so, then neither the necessity nor the expediency of im- 

proving the Eastern side in addition to the other, and of thereby per- 

manently abstracting from. our City’s domain a large amount of tax- 
able property is by any means certain. In the judgment of the Com- 

mittee this improvement ought not to be made; and they believe the 

opinion of those who have to pay for public works—the taxpayers of 

Brooklyn—is decidedly against its being made. This Board has repeat- 

edly expressed its opinion to the same effect, in its annual reports, 
giving the reasons therefor at length. 

In the address of the President at the public meeting above referred 

to, which was afterwards published in our local newspapers, it was 

stated that after retaining the Reservoir ground, with its beautiful 
‘prospect, and a very considerable area for the accommodation of public 

buildings and institutions, besides opening up a broad system of ap- 

proaches to the Park, Eastward from Flatbush Avenue, the residue 

of the land on the same side could be sold for three millions of dollars ; 

and that by saving another million which it would cost to improve 

this section as a Park, and adding it to the three millions for which 

the land could be sold, a saving of four millions of dollars would be 

effected, besides returning a large amount of property to the books of 

the tax collector. 

The Committee think that, with the present great burden of public 

debt and taxation resting upon our city, the saving of this large sum 

of money would be a sound and wise economy ; and they believe that 

all thoughtful and prudent men, who are not biased by their ownership 

of a large real estate on the Eastern side of the Avenue, will concur in 

this opinion. The Committee cannot recommend the Board to fly in 

the face ofan enlightened public judgment, by proceeding to do, upon 

the suggestion of a few interested persons, what would render the 

saving of these four millions impossible. 

There is, it is said, a diversity of opinion on this question of spend- 

ing or of saving four millions. But those who differ, belong mainly to 

two classes of persons. One class own land in the vicinity of the pro- 
posed improvement, and think their land will be greatly enhanced in value 

by spending some millions of money to bring the Park to their doors. 

While we do not concur in the opinion, believing that even their in- 

terest will be better served by using this land for the erection of fine 

3 
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residences than by retaining it for Park purposes, we can readily see 

why they should be so strenuous to have this money spent, and not 
saved. The other class is the large body of tax-paying citizens, who 

think that a great public Park ought to be constructed at the cost, and 

for the benefit of the whole city, and not for the benefit of a mere 

locality in its neighborhood. 

Incidentally the land in the vicinity of this Park has been greatly 

increased in value, from its proximity thereto: but when those who 

have received this advantage insist upon charging another four mil- 
lions of dollars upon the tax-payers, in order that their large gains 

may be swelled to still larger proportions, those who have to pay 

object. They are willing to spend and to pay what the best interests 

of the city, as a whole, may require ; but they are not willing to spend 

more than this fora local, as distinguished from a general, public 

advantage. 

For these reasons, some of which have been already more fully set 
forth in the published reports of the Board, the Committee recommend 

that the offer of Mr. Driggs and his associates be declined. 

Dated June 28th, 1869. 
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ADDRESSES 

DeELIveRED AT Prospect Park, ON THE 21sT oF OcTOBER, 1869, 

ON THE OCCASION OF THE DEDICATION OF THE Lincotn Monv- 

MENT. 

MR. LOWE’S ADDRESS. 

Mr. Low said: 

Frettow Cririzens:—In the eventful year 1865, the “ War Fund 

Committee of Brooklyn” resolved to signalize the close of their volun- 
tary labors by erecting a monument to the memory of the lamented 

patriot and martyr, by handing down to posterity, in truthful outline, 

the form and features of the great man who had successfully guided 

the destinies of our country through its most perilous crisis—thus 
bringing art to the aid of history in immortalizing the name of Abra- 
ham Lincoln. 

It was at once determined to raise the necessary funds by a small 
but general subscription. An appeal, accordingly, was addressed to 
the people, and the people responded gladly. Circumstances favored 

the movement. A sentiment of gratitude, tempered by a feeling 
of the profoundest sorrow, wrought upon the hearts and will of 

all. 

The struggle for the nation’s life was over. The flag of the Union 
everywhere waved in triumph, and the return of peace was hailed with 
universal delight. While transports of joy, and the cheers of the 
loyal, were resounding throughout the North, the death of the Presi- 

dent was unexpectedly announced, and the shout of triumph was 

_changed into a wail of mourning! The people wept ! 

And now the lessons of the war were rehearsed anew. The provi- 
dence of God in the events of the war was in every mind and on 

every tongue. Memory recalled the time, less than five years before, 

when a man, in stature like unto Saul, was summoned from an obscure 

sphere in life, to fill the highest office in the gift of the people. 

The popular vote had been cast amid forebodings of evil, and the 
future was to witness their worst realization. The President elect 

would be the head of the Army and Navy, and few of all the people 

knew their appointed leader. The foes of the Union were exultant. - 
War speedily followed the inauguration; and at the close of the: war 
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a name so lately unknown had become illustrious in the annals of our 

country. The fame thereof had spread throughout all the nations of 

the world; and when tidings of Abraham Lincoln’s death went forth, 

words of confidence and eulogy came back from courts and kingdoms 

in such measure as to fill a capacious volume. The compilation forms 

a priceless treasure in the Department of State at the Capitol of the 

Nation. 

And thus it came to pass that as, in the earlier days of the Republic, 
God raised up Washington to be, as he was justly styled, “the Father 

of his Country,” so, in these later days, God raised up Lincoln to be 

our country’s deliverer. Washington gave to the States of the Union 
independence and a standing among the nations. Lincoln put down a 

formidable rebellion, turned away the curse of slavery, and left the 

States united and free. 

Lincoln was the Providential man of our own time, and to perpetu- 

ate his memory is our grateful duty; to raise a statue to the honor of 
his name is a just tribute of affection to the worth and wisdom of the 

lamented patriot, who died, as he had lived, for his country! We 

thus manifest our gratitude to God for His gift of a life so 

precious. 

The delay which has occurred is not to be misunderstood as mani- 

festing a want of zeal on the part of the Committee who have had the 

work in charge. It was early committed to one of your gifted towns- 

men, was long since perfected, and has been waiting the convenience 

of the Park Commissioners, under whose direction the pedestal has 

been prepared on which the statue is henceforth to stand. It seemed 

to be most fitting and proper that on this spot, destined ere long to be 

the centre of a vast city, this monument should be erected; that all 

our citizens who gather from time to time in this Plaza, and look upon 

the form and features of this central figure, may be led to ponder the 

example of the great original; to recall, with gratitude, the good he 

did, and the impress he made on his age and generation; that here 

beneath this statue, before entering upon paths of pleasure now open- 

ing to our view, the vow may be renewed by all faithfully to maintain 
and loyally to uphold the Union and the Government established by 

our Fathers. 

Let us hope that, as the waters which supply the fountain by our 
side, whose source is far distant, are made to flow out and penetrate 
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every house and home in our city, so there will go forth from this spot, 

hallowed by precious thoughts and memories, an influence that shall 

animate and strengthen all hearts; that this influence may descend 

from generation to generation, advancing whatever is worthy of 

emulation in the past or present. And so our work of to-day shall be 
blest. 

From the lips of another you will presently be called to contemplate 

the influence exerted upon our own age by the life and death of him 

whose virtues we seek to commemorate—whose loss we cease not to 
deplore. The same voice, always welcome to our ears, was heard 

not long since in glowing eulogy at the funeral obsequies of the 
departed. 

We have come here to-day by invitation of the War Fund Commit- 
tee, to take part in the consummation of this long cherished purpose, 

to celebrate with appropriate ceremonies the unveiling of the statue 
of our late lamented President, Abraham Lincoln. 

The President of the United States, the Governor of the State of 

New York, the Mayor and Common Council of our city, Judges of 

the respective courts, officers of the army and navy, soldiers and sailors 

who shared in the perils and in the glories of the war, and all who con- 

tributed to the erection of this monument, have been asked to be pre- 

sent, to witness the transfer of this gift of the people to the city 

of their pride, and, on the part of the Park Commissioners, to 

whose charge it is to be committed, the acceptance of this sacred 

trust. 

Permit me, in concluding these introductory remarks, to associate 
with the rich memories of this hour, and of this occasion, the ever 

memorable words uttered by Mr. Lincoln at the close of his second in- 

augural—the last, I believe, publicly addressed by him to the Ameri- 

ean people. They will endure longer than bronze, however im- 
perishable it seems. What better inscription can be put upon this 

monument ? 

“With malice towards none, with charity for all, with firmness in 

the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish 

the work we are in, to bind up the nation’s wounds, to care for him 

who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow and orphans, 

to do all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace 
among ourselves and with all nations.” 
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MR. WALLACE’S PRESENTATION ADDRESS. 

Mr. CuarrmMan, Lapirs AnD GENTLEMEN :—I have the honor on 

this occasion to represent a two-fold constituency. 

First. About thirteen thousand citizens of Brooklyn, without dis- 

tinction of creed or political faith, men, women and children, who for 

the love they bore a great and good man made up a contribution to 
honor his memory. From the laborer on the highway, from the work- 

shop, from the counting-room and store, from the stately mansion of 

the wealthy, and from the scanty apartment of the industrious poor, 

wherever reverence or love for Abraham Lincoln thrilled the heart, or 

wherever was destation or horror at the dreadful deed which so sud- 
denly terminated his useful life, thence came the little drops into the 

treasury, a name with every dollar, and a dollar for every name, 

Noble men! noble women! Names fragrant to the memory, worthy 

to be preserved—and they have been preserved in the archives of the 
Historical Society, that all who come after may know to whom 

belong the honor of building up this monument to Abraham 

Lincoln. 

My second constituency is a body of prominent patriotic citizens, 

who banded together during the war, and contributed freely of their 

time, of their influence, and of their means in support of the Govern- 

ment, whose praise is in every mouth, and who are known as the War 

Fund Committee of the City of Brooklyn. 

Under the auspices of the Committee, books were opened for sub- 
scription immediately after the assassination. Not more than one dol- 
lar was received from any person, that we might have pre-eminently a 

People’s Monument; and the Committee bear testimony to the alac- 

rity with which our citizens responded to the call. 

The Committee also bear testimony to the faithful management of 

their treasurer, who not only kept safe his whole trust, but so invested 

it as to make the $13,000 contributed earn $1,000 more, which sums 

together make the amount expended for this statue. 

The Committee also bear testimony to the liberality of our local 
press, which, without reward, except the consciousness of doing a good 

deed, used its mighty influence to fan the flame of patriotism, and en- 

courage contributions to this noble object. 
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And especially the Committee bear testimony to the skill and abili- 
ty of the sculptor, H. K. Brown, whose works of art adorn Greenwood 

and Union Square and the national Capitol at Washington, and many 

other places of lesser note, and who with long and patient labor has 
produced this bronze statue, which portrays the likeness and character- 

istics of our late and lamented President to such a degree as to excite 

the admiration and high satisfaction of our best critics. 

And now it becomes my duty—as it is my pleasure—in the name of 

the War Fund Committee, formally to request the Brooklyn Park 

Commissioners, of whom (to Mr. Stranahan), you, sir, are the honored 

President, to accept in perpetuity the custody of this statue of Abra- 
ham Lincoln, to love and to cherish and protect during all the days 

of your authority. 

May it ever stand here, looking out over our fair city, where it will 
hold in review the millions who will visit this beautiful Park, and 

where our citizens, and the people of every name, as they come up 
those broad avenues, and look toward the rising sun, will ever be 

reminded of the pure, the noble, the patriotic Abraham Lincoln. 

May his life and character be a model to ourselves and to our chil- 
dren, and to all who would aspire to influence and position in our land. 

May the union of all the States, and universal liberty—which he loved, 

and which was his highest earthly aim to preserve—ever be dear to 
the hearts of his countrymen, and may all the people of the East and 

the West, of the North and the South, feel themselves to be one peo- 
ple, with one common interest, only emulating each other by their love 

for the old flag, and for the whole country, and for the whole country’s 

good. 

MR. STRANAHAN’S ACCEPTANCE ON BEHALF OF THE PARK COMMISSION, 

GENTLEMEN OF THE War Funp Commitrer :—The Park Commis- 

sioners have selected in this, the main entrance to Prospect Park, three 

positions, as, in their judgment, affording appropriate localities for the 
erection of as many statues, as memorials of three of the eminent men 

whose lives are intimately identified with three great struggles in our 
country’s history. In one of these positions they hope to see a statue 
of George Washington, who on this ground fought his first battle in 
the war of the Revolution, and whose services as Commander-in-chief 

of the Revolutionary army, and subsequently as President of these 
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United States, have not only entitled him to the nation’s gratitude, but 

also secured for his name the enduring respect and veneration of man- 

kind, In the second position they hope to see the statue of Andrew 

Jackson, distinguished among the illustrious heroes that appeared in 

the War of 1812, not less distinguished as the Chief Magistrate of this 

Nation, and in both relations evincing a devotion to the unity, integ- 

rity and prosperity of his country, alike unquestioned and unquestion- 

able. It remains for the generous promptings of public feeling to give 

reality to these ideas and hopes of the Park Commissioners. 

In respect to the third position, the events of this day and the ceremo- 

nies of this occasion, tell their own story. Soon after the assassination 

of Abraham Lincoln, the popular heart glowed with an irrepressible 

desire to do honor to the memory of the lamented dead. Called to the 

Presidency amid circumstances of the greatest difficulty ; confronted in 

the very outset of his career with the embarrassments, complications, 

and perils of an incipient civil war; contending, during the whole of 

his term of service, with one of the most formidable rebellions known in 

the history of nations; in these exigencies of peculiar trial conducting 
the Government with a discretion, perseverance, firmness, and patriotic 

devotion that proved him to be the man of the hour; re-elected for a 

second term by a grateful and appreciating people; living till the vic- 

tories of the army and navy had brought the country to the verge of 

peace, and then falling too soon for the nation’s good, Abraham Lin- 

coln has wrought for himself a name, and gained a place in the affec- 

tions of the American people more lasting than any memorial which it 

is in the power of art to devise. 

As one significant evidence of this fact, I point to that noble statue 

which has just been unveiled to the public, which you have now pre- 

sented to the Park Commissioners as Brooklyn’s tribute of gratitude 

to the honored dead, and which in their name [I now have the pleasure 

to accept, pledging to you, and also to the citizens of Brooklyn, that 

they will endeavor to be faithful custodians of the sacred trust. Here 

let this monument stand, with the other two to which reference has 

been made, and which it is hoped will soon be erected, suggesting to 

the thousands who may hereafter seek the recreations of this Park, that 

nobleness of character, trueness of heart, and eminent service for the 

public good, are alike the best qualities of the citizen, and the surest 

guarantees for the permanent respect of the nation. 
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THE PARK BOUNDARIES. 

SPEEcH oF THE HonorasLe J. 8S. T. Srrananan, PRESIDENT OF THE 

BrookLyn Park CoMMISSIONERS, AT A PUBLIC MEETING, CALLED FOR 

THE DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTION OF THE BOUNDARIES OF THE Park, 

ar THE Court Hous, on THE 30TH Marcn, 1869. 

I do not know what may be the pleasure of the meeting, but I have 

conversed with a few gentlemen since I came into the room, and it 

seems that I am expected to make a statement on behalf of the Board, 
and perhaps in some degree on behalf of myself. I should make that 

statement at the very commencement—at the opening of the meeting. 

If there be no objection I will proceed to do so. 

We have met to consider a proposition for an act of the Legislature 
to change the boundaries of our Park. That we may take it up intelli- 
gently, I propose first to briefly state some of the more important facts 

in the history of the proceedings which have brought the proposition 

in question before us. 

In the year 1859 a demand was felt for legislation to secure public 

grounds in this city about equally for two objects; first for parks, 
secondly for the purpose of parades. 

Influenced by this demand the Legislature appointed a Commission, 

composed of highly respectable citizens, partly chosen to represent the 
park, and partly the military demand, who were charged with the duty 

of selecting suitable sites for each purpose. 

This Commission reported the following year, recommending ground 

to be taken for parks at five different localities. Of the proposed parks 

two only need to be particularly referred to now. The more important 
one was proposed to be located in close connection with the two great 

cemeteries and the reservoir at Ridgewood. The ground recommended 

to be taken for it amounted to thirteen hundred acres, Another, about 

one-fifth as large, (two hundred and sixty-seven acres), was proposed 
to be located so as to include the reservoir at Prospect Hill. 

It will, perhaps, at this time not be at once apparent why those inte- 

rested in the question should have been led at first to propose that the 

more important park for our city should be established at Ridgewood 

rather than at Prospect Hill. An explanation may be found in the fact 
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that the military of the city had been accustomed to go to ground in 

that vicinity for drills and parades, and the attention of the military 

gentlemen in the Commission had thus been for some time directed 

toward it, and partly in the fact that it then appeared, comparatively, to 
better advantage as respects accessibility, than at present. Neither 

the railroad to Flatbush, nor any of the other railroads by which our 

Park is now to be reached, had then been constructed, while there 

were three railroads already to Ridgewood, and the same Commission 
recommended that Atlantic Avenue, which led toward it from the cen- 

tral parts of the city, should be at once widened and improved. 

A desire to interpose an obstacle to the extension of the cemeteries 

toward the Reservoir, also doubtless had some influence upon the judg- 

ment of the Commission. 

When, however, the proposition came to be discussed at Albany, it 

was found that some of the representatives of the Western District 
were strongly indisposed to commit the city to so large an undertak- 

ing; they urged that a park, however large and however fine it might 

be, situated at a point so far in the extreme east, could not fairly be 

regarded as the central Park of the city: that a considerable part of it 
was in fact out of the city, and not only out of the city but out of the 

county, and that the regulation of streets and other matters on one 

side of it could not be within the control of the county authorities. 

The close association of the cemeteries with a pleasure ground was 
felt to be objectionable, and finally it was said: ‘“ You propose to give 

the Eastern District a park five times as large as that you propose to 

give us, but you expect us to pay three-fourths of the cost of both 

undertakings.” 

The last objection was unanswerable, and after much discussion it 

was agreed upon, as a compromise arrangement, that the great Ridge- 

wood Park should be made a local enterprise exclusively of the Eastern 

District, and that the proposed park at Prospect Hill should be consid- 

ered as an affair exclusively of the Western District. 

From this followed the arrangement under which the Eastern Dis- 

trict is now exempt from taxation for the present Prospect Park. 

The members of the Legislature from the Eastern District, after con- 

sulting their constituents, concluded to defer the passage of the bill 

which had been drawn up with a view to form the great park at 
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Ridgewood, with the view of taking it up again the following years, but 

the war came, and it proved to be an indefinite postponement of that 

part of the original scheme. 

I have thus shown how the project of a park at Prospect Hill was 

gradually developed as an independent local undertaking. 

An act providing for the appointment of a Board of Estimate and 

Assessment, and also for appointing a Commission to lay out and man- 

age the proposed park at Prospect Hill was passed in 1860. The Com- 
mission were unable to immediately take any active steps looking to 

the construction of the park, but deeming it important for the interests 

of the city that when they should make the first of the reports which 

they were required to present to the Common Council at the end of 
each year, they should be able to present the scheme in a form which 

would make it appear to the public as mature as possible, they’ decided 
that a survey and report suitable for publication should be at once 
undertaken. They appropriated fifteen hundred dollars for all the ex- 

penses of this survey and the report of the engineer, and obtained what 

was wanted for the immediate purpose in view, but it is hardly neces- 

sary to say that what was done at this time was of a purely preliminary 

character, and not at all what would have been required with reference 

to purposes of construction; certainly not with reference to the con- 
struction of the park which we now, five years afterward, have in hand, 

the boundaries of which are so different that nearly one half of it is 

quite outside of the ground covered by the engineer’s report which we 

then obtained. 

The fact should here be mentioned, that the boundaries of the park 

established at Prospect Hill, by the Acts of the Legislature of 1860 and 

1861 differed considerably from those recommended by the Commission 

appointed in 1859 to select the ground, The boundaries of the park 
recommended by the Commission did not extend so far toward Flat- 

bush, and extended considerably farther to the westward, so as to take 

in half the blocks between Eighth avenue and Ninth, from Douglass to 

Third street. It was in part owing to my advice that the change was 

made, and I can perhaps answer as well as any one for the motives of 

it. The reason that I advocated the change, was that it appeared to 
me evident that the city might obtain, at the same cost, a much larger 

area of land suitable for a park. We did obtain by the exchange, and 
without any additional cost to the city, more than twice as much land 

on the Flatbush side as the Commission had proposed should be taken 
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in on the South Brooklyn side, and that which we gained included the 

ground occupied by the series of roads and walks running through 

what we call the East Woods, and which during the last year was so 

much enjoyed by the public. 

After the passage of the Act to establish the park in 1860 an effort 

was made to still farther revise its boundaries, and the engineer whom 

we employed to make the preliminary survey in his report seconded 

the proposal, suggesting that the ground between Warren and Baltic 

streets should be thrown out, and that the east boundary of the park 

should be shifted from Washington avenue to a new ayenue proposed 

to be laid out between Classon and Franklin avenues. 

This would undoubtedly have enabled a great improvement to be 
made in the plan of the park as then contemplated east of Flatbush 

avenue, giving it the greater breadth which it somuch needed, but the 

objection which was effectively urged against it was the serious incon- 

venience which would result from the closing of Washington avenue. 

T have thus viewed the principal facts in the preliminary history of 

our enterprise. At this time nothing had been absolutely decided, for 

the act of the Legislature, providing for a park at Prospect Hill, which 

was passed, as I have said, in 1860, proved to be defective. The work 

of legislation was accordingly done over again in 1861, when the Park 

Commission was definitely established, and the acquisition by the city 

of the land I have referred to was first legally provided for. It was not, 

however, until midsummer of 1864 that the Board of Estimate and As- 

sessment completed their business, and we obtained possession of the 

land. We were then in the midst of the war, and even if we had 

obtained our land sooner it is doubtful if we should have set to work 

upon it. 

During these three years we had not, however, been merely lying 

still. The friends of the thirteen-hundred-acre-park scheme at Ridge- 

wood had gradually abandoned their intention, Other parts of the 

original scheme had been dropped or modified. The military were be- 

ginning to look at the vicinity of Prospect Hill for their parade ground, 

The general subject of providing our city with parks had been much 

thought about, deliberated upon and debated by our Commission. We 

had obtained information about parks in other cities, abroad and at 

home; the influence they had exerted upon the cities which possessed 

them, and what it wasin them that their influence depended upon. We 
had watched the Central Park rapidly advancing toward completion, 
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and had gained experience of its great popularity, and of the influence 

it was destined to exert. Indeed, we in Brooklyn were already feeling 
the consquence of its construction ina manner not at all satisfactory to 

us. Not only had we been brought to understand the whole subject of 

our duties better, but during those years—those long, those everlasting 

years—trom 1861 to 1864, there had been great changes. Our city had 

been changing, and in all its change we saw a tendency becoming man- 

ifest which gave some of us much anxiety. 

IT speak of a tendency which we then saw toward results which we 

could not help anticipating with disquietude. Let us look at the facts, 
however, as they are patent to us to-day, and you will better under- 

stand what it was that we then saw or thought we saw. During the 
last two years nearly one-half more houses have been built in Brooklyn 

than in New York. New York in 1867 built two thousand eight hun- 

dred and eighty houses. Brooklyn three thousand six hundred and 

fifty-nine. New York in 1868 built two thousand one hundred and 
twelve houses; Brooklyn three thousand three hundred and seven. It 

is certain that our population is increasing more rapidly than that of 
New York, and unless New York shall absorb the eastern towns of 

Westchester County, our city must be expected to gain yearly until it 
shall become the larger of the two. The question with which we are 

most concerned is, then, not so much the amount of population which 

we are to have in the future, as its character and its capacity. By cha- 

racter I mean especially its ability to meet its monied obligations, and 

thus bring down the per centage of its taxation. 

It is never desirable that classes should be separated in the way 

‘they were tending to separate here five years ago; it is never desir- 
able that the rich should so draw themselves apart in distinct com- 

munities or quarters as to throw upon the poor an overwhelming share 

of the burdens of carrying on the necessary expenses of their local 

government. You are aware of the terrible suffering which has oc- 
curred this year in the Eastern suburbs of London from this cause, 

and also in some of the suburbs of Paris, where a complaint was lately 

made, that in a district containing 25,000 inhabitants there was not a 

single resident rich enough to be called on for charitable aid to those 

in complete destitution. 

By the construction of the Central Park, New York placed us for a 

time at special disadvantage in the competition for securing taxable 
capital. She had done so before when she had brought in the Croton, 
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and to restore our advantage we had then been compelled, after wait- 

ing as long as we could, to undertake our Water Works. If we had 

not constructed them when we did what would Brooklyn be now? 

Simply a poor suburb of New York. In the same way we were stimu- 

lated, after New York had made it necessary, to build the Academy 

of Music. In one thing only have we yet shown ourselves able to ex- 

ercise the forecast needful to the proper development of the advantages 

of our city without waiting for a ruinous disadvantage in competition 

to be established. In one thing we are about to strike out first and 

foremost, and long before the much talked of railroad from the Battery 

to the upper part of New York and to Westchester is made, I trust 

we shall have had the advantage of our bridge. 

But to go back to the Park Commission in 1864. At no time in the 
history of the two cities has the tendency appeared to be so strongly 
established toward a state of things in which the capitalists of the 
country living at its Metropolis should have their residences in the 

City of New York, while their clerks and workmen only had houses in 

Brooklyn, with the inevitable consequence that the profit of the labor 

represented by our population should be mainly enjoyed outside our 

limits, and that our taxable property should be of hopelessly inferior 

character. 

The question which was pressed upon us was, therefore, simply this: 
whether any plan of improvement could be devised and undertaken 
which would be adequate to attract and hold among us a large share 
of that class of citizens which it was necessary should be attracted, if 

we were to avoid throwing upon our people of moderate means, and 

upon the poor, an excessive and crushing burden of taxation. If not it 
was certainly very questionable whether we could afford to enter upon 
any plan the carrying out of which would involve the City in a con- 

siderable expenditure. In short if we could not settle this point satis- 

factorily, it was doubtful, to say the least, whether the City could 

afford a park at all. 

Considerations of this character weighed upon us much more in 

1864 than in 1860 when the Park at Ridgewood of 1,300 acres 

was still on our hands. They forced us to proceed deliberately and 
cautiously. 

First of all, we took the precaution of giving a fresh and more com- 

plete examination to the question of boundaries, approaches and en- 

trances; a question properly antecedent to the question of a plan of 
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interior improvement, and for this purpose we called Mr. Vaux, one of 

the designers of Central Park, to our assistance. We knew that the 

want of consideration of this question at the outset had already been a 

‘source of difficulty and of great expense to the Commissioners of the Cen- 

tral Park, and that they were even then debating propositions for ac- 

quiring land to improve their entrances, which had enormously increased 

in value since their work commenced. Our review of the question led 

us to fix upon one point as especially suitable for a principal entrance 

to the Park, and induced us to apply to the Legislature at once for 

the provision of so much additional land as was necessary to form 
what is now known as the Plaza. Had the Central Park Commission 
exercised the same forecast, in regard to the comparatively contracted 

vestibules which they are now about to lay out at their principal en- 

trances, it would have saved at least a million dollars of their expen- 

diture. 

Turning then to the general question of boundaries, we had con- 

vineed ourselves that the ground we had, was not all that was wanted 

in respect to extent or opportunity for improvement, with reference to 

the problem before us. But, although we obtained a report which 
very clearly demonstrated in what direction we should look for an en- 

largement of our borders, we determined before recommending the ac- 

quisition of any new territory, that we would have a complete and 
well-matured proposition to lay before the community. 

We therefore next employed Messrs, Olmsted & Vaux, to design 

a general plan, taking another year for its preparation, and for our de- 

liberation upon it. When at length we were satisfied that we had 
matured a plan, adequate to the purpose we had in view, we printed 

our design, with a report very fully setting forth its character, and 
circulated it diligently among our fellow citizens, inviting, through 

the newspapers and otherwise, their judgment upon it. 

Being satisfied with the general expression of public opinion thus 
obtained, we then went to the Legislature and asked for the additional 
territory required to carry out the plan. We at the same time asked 

for power to sell the land not covered by our plan on the East side of 

Flatbush Avenue, so that we might have money to pay for the ad- 
ditional land which we needed to carry out our design. The power 
to buy the largest part of what we wanted was given us, but although 
our request for permission to sell was backed by three thousand peti- 

tioners, and the bill for the purpose passed the Senate, it failed 
to receive the assent of the Assembly, and its discussion was 
postponed. 
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Still the larger part of the necessary land was provided for, and we 
were now prepared to commence active operations with an increasing 

confidence that our scheme was a sound one, and that as it became . 

better understood, it wouid prove more and more acceptable, and 

eventually would be fully carried out. We at once, then, set about the 

improvement of a part of our ground, with a clear foreknowledge that 

the result would be taken by the public as a sample of what Brooklyn 

was going to have in the way of a park. 

We began upon that part of our ground most difficult and most ex- 

pensive to improve—that part where, in order to accommodate our 

grades to those already established in the streets, it was necessary to 

make the greatest changes. The Flatbush avenue grade had just been 

sunk 12 feet below its previous level. The ground we had to operate 

upon was in part a quagmire, and elsewhere consisted largely of a 

tough indurated clay, packed with stone, and requiring to be moved 

by the crow and pick. The whole district of our earlier operations 

was indeed a desert of the most disagreeable character, rugged, tree- 

less, mutilated, and lying bare to the avenues, presenting a general re- 

semblance to the unimproved ground south of the Reservoir. We 

took hold of it first, because it was the most difficult, and because we 

knew that in removing difficulties we should be removing doubts. 

Now, this ground appears to the visitor who drives over it for the 

first time, as if it were exactly in the shape that is most desirable; it 

connects perfectly with the avenue, the boundaries are hidden directly 
the park is entered, good sized trees are growing over hill and dale, the 

meadow spaces are broad and ample, and it really seems as if nature 

had kindly adapted this particular spot for its special purpose. 

. It has undoubtedly been transformed from what it was to what it is 

at great cost, as an approach to ground of a totally different and much 
more attractive and easily treated character. It does not, however, 

follow that we can recommend the city to undertake a similar labor on 

the other side of the avenue, merely to improve disconnected patches of 

land that have no relation to the main scheme, which was based on the 

idea of balancing the difficulties of ground on the part of the park 

nearest the city, by the introduction of a large stretch of cheaper and 

more easily improved flat land at the other extremity. 

We may here observe in regard to the changes of boundary which 

have been made since the action of the Commission appointed to select 

a site in 1859, that so much of the park as has been taken from the 

Town of Flatbush, being an area of 228 acres or nearly one-half of all, 
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cost Five Hundred and Forty-three Thousand. The upper portion, 
‘taken from within the boundaries of Brooklyn, containing 350 acres, 

cost two million seven hundred and ten thousand dollars. That is to 
say for each dollar spent the city has obtained between three and 

four times as much land where it has taken it on the Flatbush side, as 

it has, where it has taken it on the Brooklyn side; and the cheap land, 

on an average, is much better for park purposes, and involves very 
much less expense for improvement than that which has cost so much 

more. The great body of visitors will always enter at the Plaza. 

- Once within the park it matters little where they travel. It was, and 

is, therefore, true economy to elongate and narrow the park toward the 

city, and to spread it out on the cheap land on the Flatbush side as we 

have done. 

But to return to the main question—keep your mind fixed upon the 

end we had in view. With certain obvious natural advantages over 

New York, but as yet with confessedly less wealth and population, we 

wanted to guard against the danger, that Brooklyn would take the 
character of a second-rate suburb of New York; we wanted to aid in 

establishing for Brooklyn in the minds first of all of our own citizens, 

and afterwards throughout the country, the character of a first-rate 

quarter of the great metropolis. 

And who will say that we have not thus far done our part towards 

this end ? 

Although our park is incomplete, only about 200 acres being as yet 

fairly improved, it is unquestionably the fact that it is talked of to-day 

all over the United States, by those whose opinion is of most value, as 

equal, and in many respects superior to Central Park—and what has 

been the consequence? It has been said by those who should know, 

that the day we opened the park saw a rise in value of the real estate — 

of our city of ten millions of dollars. 

We submit then that so far we have served our city well. But we 

think that we can domore. Weare convinced that the city, by a lucky 

chance, has the opportunity of gaining a still better reputation. We 

not only think that the impression can be established that Brooklyn 

offers places of residence as good in respect to park privileges as any 
in New York, but we also believe that an understanding can be estab- 

lished that the very finest sites for city residences, in connection with a 
noble park, need not be looked for in New York, they must be sought 

_ in Brooklyn. 

4 
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It happens thus: New York was laid out years ago, when the price 
which great numbers of people are now willing to pay for luxurious res- 

idences, was not dreamed of, when five or six hundred dollars per 

year was considered, even by a wealthy merchant, to bea great rent to 

pay. Now, on the other hand, there are numbers of people to whom 

five or six hundred dollars a year, more or less, is felt to be of little 

consequence in the rent of a house, provided it be so much finer and 

more luxurious. 

In laying out the city this condition of things was not thought of: 

consequently, the people of New York, through the Central Park Com- 

mission, are now seeking to improve their plan in that part of the 

Island as yet far out of town, where streets have not been made, and 

where there is little building. About their park they cannot do this, 

though efforts are making in a small way. There is the East Side As- 

sociation and the West Side Association, and numberless little rings of 

interested speculators who vainly try by forethought to control the 

character of some section or block in which they own lots, but no one 

of these appears to control property enough to do what is necessary to 

establish beyond contingency the success of a single comprehensive 

scheme. The recent rapid advance in value, of the property held com- 

pactly and managed shrewdly by the corporation of Columbia College, 

is an example of the advantage which may result from the power to 

control the character of improvements throughout a complete district, 

even when the street plan is out of the reach of improvement. In this 

case it has been made certain, that a considerable property will be oc- 

cupied for a long series of years, exclusively, by a certain agreed on 

class of residences, but it is almost an isolated instance. It is too late 

to do anything of this kind in connection with the Central Park. 
It is not too late forus. We still hold the opportunity of establish- 

ing a district which shall have throughout a character in the highest 

degree attractive. The possession by the City of Brooklyn at this 
juncture, of the 128 acres of fairly paid for land, on the east side of 

the park, thus puts in its hands the one additional lever that is needed 

to establish the balance of advantage between the two cities. 

What we want to do with this land then, is this. We want to tho- 

roughly revise the whole street plan from beginning to end, and to lay 

it out anew in such a way as will not only be much more convenient 

and useful to the whole public, than it would under any other plan that 

has been proposed, but in such a way as will make it easy for us to 

show, every one who comes to the park, that we have in Brooklyn, sites 

in close connection with our park, better adapted for first class residen- 
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ces than can be found any where else. Then we propose to sell these 
lots, with certain provisoes in regard to the character of the improve- 
ments which shall be made upon them. We believe that if we are 
allowed to develop this idea unhampered, it will tend to the advance- 
ment of the reputation of Brooklyn as a place of residence, well nigh 

as much as the park itself, and will give it exactly the advantage that 

it needs in its struggle for its natural rights in this respect in competi- 

tion with New York. We propose to reserve besides the avenues 
and about twenty-eight acres of ground for public use, the lands 
which include the Reservoir and the higher grounds adjacent. But 

after making these reservations for a public garden on the hill, and 

sites for public buildings and places, and after laying out the ample 
avenues which we propose to make, with their bordering plantations, 

there will still remain a body of over one hundred acres of land to be 

disposed of, with such restrictions as will insure the erection Hees it, of 

paocly first-class dwelling houses. 

If we assume that these lots will command the price of twenty-five 
hundred dollars a piece, which is below the estimate generally put 
upon them, the sum which would be realized by the city from their 

sale, would be three millions of dollars. 

But we shall also save the expense of forming and maintaining the 

ground as a park; this we judge from our experience in dealing with 

the ground of a similar character on the other side of the avenue, would 

be about a million of dollars. Of course we include in this estimate 
the fencing and all the usual and necessary furniture and equipment of 

a convenient and agreeable place of crowded public resort. Add this 
million to the sum which we expect to receive from the sale of the 

ground we do not want, and it makes a difference to the city in favor 
of our plan of four millions of dollars. We reckon that this sum will 
pay the city subscription of three millions to the Bridge and the im- 

provements at the Wallabout, which may cost one million. This, how- 
ever, is not all. If we double the price of the land, for the value of 

buildings which would probably be erected on it, we should add, 

independently of the immense stimulus thereby given to the sur- 

rounding property, at least eight millions of dollars to the taxable 
property of our city, and enlarge its revenues by nearly half a Tl on 
of dollars annually. 

We have very carefully considered the matter, and we express in 
these estimates our deliberate and well established convictions, 
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The ability of the city to make a good title to this land is sometimes 

questioned by persons who are not familiar with the history of Park 

legislation. 

In 1864 when land was first taken for the park, and it became neces- 

sary to raise one million three hundred thousand dollars to pay the 

awards, city bonds were issued and put upon the market for sale. The 

main security for these bonds consisted in a statutory lien upon the 
park land. Our capitalists however objected to this security, that the 

city had not the fee but merely an easement in the land, similar to that 

by which a street is held, and that if the holder of the security should 
be obliged to realize he could have no permanent possession of the land, 

since it must necessarily revert to the owner of the fee as soon as it 

ceased to be used for park purposes, and that, in this respect the secu- 
rity was inferior to that of our water-bonds, wherein all the works, in- 

cluding reservoirs, pipes and hydrants, were pledged for payment. In 

order, therefore, to furnish a new credit for park bonds, which should 

make them equal to water bonds, an Act of the Legislature was passed 
in the Spring of 1865 authorizing proceedings to be taken for the pur- 

pose of transferring the ultimate fee to the city. Such proceedings 
were accordingly had, the residuary interests of the owners valued by 

Commissioners appointed by the Supreme Court, and payment made to 

the parties. The result showed that capitalists fully appreciated the 

additional security thus established for park bonds, since they immedi- 

ately rose in the market, and feel to this day the effect of this salutary 
provision. The fee of the land having been acquired, the Commission- 

ers feel assured (and they are sustained by the best legal authority), 

that if the Legislature concurs in a sale there can be no difficulty about 

the title. 

I have tried to give you a plain statement of the facts which have a 

material bearing on the point at issue. The questions involved are of 

vital interest to the tax-payers of this city. Holding the responsible 

position we do, as Commissioners of the Park, and having to carry for- 

ward this important public work in the face of serious disadvantages, 

we feel it absolutely necessary that we should haye in the future, as we 

have had in the past, the intelligent, willing support of our fellow 
citizens. 

The scheme, as you will see, has a definite beginning, and middle, and 

end to it. The first stage has been passed through, and the result 

shows that our calculations were sound, for no one can deny that the 
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enhanced value of Brooklyn property to-day fully justifies the liberally 

conceived plan of operations we recommended when our whole inten- 
tion was laid bare before you three years ago. 

We are now in the middle of the work, all the important points, save 

one, have been carried. We have all the ground we want and where 

we want it; our most burdensome operations in the field have been 

successfully carried through, and we are henceforward in a position toe 

go ahead under more favorable circumstances. What the end is to be 

we cannot tell, for the point left unsettled seems to us to be of vital im- 

portance to the financial success of the whole undertaking. It is the 

one now before you for consideration. 

What we ask, with a profound conviction of its necessity, is what we 

have asked for from the first, that the Legislature shall give us the power 

to make a fresh disposition of the land on the east side of the avenue, 

so that it may be laid out under our direction in a way that we firmly 

believe will not only help the park, by giving it proper appreaches in 

every direction, but will enable our whole scheme to become a really 

comprehensive project for the advancement of the prosperity of Brook- 

lyn, and at the same time establish it on a thoroughly satisfactory basis 

as an investment of city funds. 

We are, however, now as heretofore open to any new conviction that 

will enable us the better to perform our trust, and only ask that the 
question shall be discussed in a candid spirit, and on broad public 

grounds, 
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS AND SUPERINTENDENTS. 

To the Brooklyn Park Commissioners : 

GENTLEMEN :— 

We lay before you our usual Report for the year upon matters of 

Design, Construction and Superintendence. 

In the work laid out during the year, no essential deviation from the 

original design has been made, though certain details of importance 

have been introduced which will be referred to below. The conditions 

which had previously prevented work upon the West side of the ground 
having been removed, the Northern part of the Park has been finished 

with the exception of a little planting, and this portion of the design 

will next spring, for the first time, be comprehensively exhibited upon 

the ground. The main drive on the West side is complete from the 

entrance to the Lookout Hill, where it meets the Nethermead extension 

of the East drive, and the public has in use five miles of thoroughly 
constructed carriage way. A corresponding extent of the surface has 

been worked over and a large part of it now realizes the design, so far 
as it can be made to do so by the completion of the mere constructive 

work. 

There are in use, also, five miles of gravelled or concrete walk, and 

two hundred acres of woodland shrubbery and open meadow surface. 

The construction of the Park as designed is complete from end to end, 

East of a line drawn through the middle of it, except at two points, 

where there are deposits of clay and soil to be used elsewhere. Work 

is more or less advanced on nine-tenths of the remaining ground, and 

the larger part of it will be in suitable condition for public use next 

summer, 

The most eventful occurrence of the year has been the completion of 

the great well and the Water works at its mouth. A very important 

part of our design depended for complete success upon the practicability 

_ of obtaining a certain amount of water by this expedient, and we should 
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hardly have ventured to include so large an extent of lake surface in our 

design without the encouragement of your President, who had given 

special personal study to this source of supply, and who had from the 

outset perfect confidence in its availability. It is therefore a matter of 
congratulation that the plans prepared by Mr. Martin, as Engineer-in- 

Charge, and approved after thorough consideration by your Board, 

have this year been successfully carried out, the present indications be- 

ing that a considerably larger supply of water will be obtained than it 

was thought necessary to provide. The general result is that a pro- 

vision of excellent cold spring water, sufficient not only to keep the 

extensive ornamental waters in a condition favorable to health, but to 

furnish a large number of drinking fountains, has been secured in a 

manner which makes the Park to a great degree independent of all 

other sources of supply. A public walk is required to pass the point 
where, for engineering reasons, the Well occurs, and as many visitors 

will be desirous of examining it, we have preferred to treat its mouth 

in such a way that, while perfectly protected, no one can pass without 

obtaining a somewhat forcible impression of the extent and character 

of the work. For this purpose the walk, as it approaches the Well from 

either side, is enlarged so as to include a circular deck, in the middle 

of which is a railed opening twenty feet in diameter overhanging the 

outer part of the cavity. 

The Boiler House attached to the Well is in a conspicuous position 
on the lake shore, and we have designed its exterior with special refer- 

ence to this prominence of situation. In its interior plan a stairway for 

communication with the pump platform at the bottom of the Well has 

been provided, so that under proper regulations visitors may have the 

opportunity of examining the works with ease and safety. 

Mr. Martin we are informed, is about to give up the appointment of 

Engineer-in-charge which he has for some time held under your Com- 

mission, having been invited to fill a position in the City of Brooklyn 
of larger professional responsibility, and we desire to put on record our 

sense of the value of his services to the Park, not only in the solution of 

such special problems of construction as the one referred to above, but 

also in the daily supervision of the various operations that have been 

necessary to the practical development of the Park design during the 

last two years. 

‘There has been a more extensive transplanting of trees of a size 

making the use of special transporting apparatus desirable, upon your 
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ground, than to our knowledge has been attempted elsewhere on the con- 

tinent. Two trucks of original design prepared by Mr. Culyer have been 

used, both operating in amore rapid and economical way than those so 

extensively employed in Paris. With one of these, trees weighing with 

the balls of earth attached fourteen tons, and measuring between four 

and five feet in circumference have been moved. The whole number of 

trees weighing upwards of one ton and measuring more than one foot 

in circumference, which have been thus far moved, is six hundred. It 

is too soon to express entire confidence of permanent success, but from 

the experience of a single summer of rather trying character, the result 

promises to be satisfactory and highly creditable to Mr. Bullard, the 
Park Inspector, who continues the immediate management of the 

planting. 

The Meadow port and Nethermead arches have been completed, and 

the Lullwood Bridge, constructed of oak on stone abutments, has been 

carried across an arm of the lake. These works have been under the 

immediate charge of Mr. E. C. Miller, Assistant Architect. 

A building has been constructed on the Parade Ground which has 
been designed to provide rooms for the use of the military, with apart- 

ments for a janitor, and to furnish in addition a partially enclosed shel- 

ter for the accommodation of the general public. This structure has 
been placed at the top of a gentle slope which has been artificially con- 

structed at the western extremity of the Parade Ground for the purpo- 

ses set forth in the explanation of the design which was included in 

our special report on the subject submitted for the consideration of the 

Board prior to the commencement of operations. 

The Dairy is now complete so far as the main structure is concerned, 

and is ready for occupation. The need which this buildingis designed to 
serve can be met under very advantageous circumstances in the Brook- 

lyn Park, and is of a different character altogether to that which will 

be responded to in the Refectory, which is the next building of impor- 

tance that should be proceeded with. The latter building is intended to 

occupy a conspicuously prominent position in the immediate vicinity of 

the Breeze Hill Carriage- Concourse, the Lookout Hill, the Lake Shore, 

and the Nethermead, which is a stretch of greensward in the heart of 

the Park. The Refectory is proposed to be a house of entertainment 

on a liberal scale, agreeably situated so far as outlook is concerned, but 

with no more suggestion of privacy or retirement than would be found 

ina suburban hotel. The Dairy, on the other hand, is intended to meet 

the same physical need for refreshment, but it is designed to be used 
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by visitors only when in search of a more thoroughly rural experience 

than can be looked for at any point which furnishes accommodation for 

an assemblage of carriages. It is of course impracticable anywhere 

within the necessary limits of a city park, to make sure that visitors 

shall enjoy a sense of complete rural seclusion, but the inclination which 

influences those who are able to go far into the country for recreation, is 

often strong with thousands, who are in no position to leave their busi- 

ness and their families. While, therefore, results which would seem 

forced or improbable are to be avoided, it is desirable to meet this re- 

quirement onascale that shall be adequate for the purpose. We there- 

fore abandon. all idea of contrasting the publicity of the city with the 

privacy of deep woods, mountains, lakes, and rocky fastnesses, and 

accept another ideal altogether, that of pastoral rural life, as the most 

valuable and universally available one, for the purpose we have in view. 

The development of the pastoral idea in its most favorable aspects 

is possible in a large City Park, and it is the peculiar natural ad- 

vantage of the ground under your control, that it offers an unusually 

favorable opportunity for the purpose. <A stretch of greensward a 

mile in length, surrounded by woods, and unbroken by any carriage 

road, should certainly offer a field of ample dimensions for an illus- 

tration of the idea, and this we have in the Brooklyn Park. Thou- 

sands of people, without any sense of crowding, stroll about the level 

or undulating sunny or shaded turf-spaces that are to be found in this 

strip of pasture and woodland; and with a careful arrangement of 

the planting yet to be done, the number of visitors may be much in- 

creased without any interference with the general suggestion. 

If, as is now frequently stated in the public prints, the Brooklyn 
Park is in some respects more attractive than the Central Park in 

New York, it is because we have from the outset been sustained by 

your Board in our effort to improve a considerable portion of the 

ground, with special reference to the development of this element of 

pastoral effect, in the pursuit of which we have at a few points made 

considerable changes in the surface of the ground, so as to connect a 

series of dissevered and isolated patches of comparatively level ground, 

into one sweep of grass-land that is extensive enough, to make a really 

permanent impression on the mind. Before this important feature in 

the general design can be adequately realized by the visitor, it will of 

course be necessary that sheep and cattle should be allowed to graze 

in the meadows; beautiful specimens of fine breeds should be selected, 

and ample provision for their accommodation should be made in suit- 

eee 
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able stables, connected with an establishment of which the Dairy 

building would properly form the most important feature. 

Full details of the progress of the work during the year, and inter- 

esting statistics of the public use of the park, will be found in the ap- 

pended reports of the Engineer-in-charge, and his principal assistants, 

Mr. Bogart and Mr. Culyer. 

It will be observed that the public use of the park has been largely 
greater than it was during the previous year. It may be remarked 

also, that a gratifyimg improvement has occurred in the character 

of this use; a much smaller proportion of the visits recorded hav- 

ing been from curiosity to examine a new thing, and a much 

larger part having been made with a view to family and _ social 
recreation. The number of domestic pic-nic parties was large, and 

more than two hundred and fifty Sunday schools and other neighborly 

and friendly organizations, found suitable accommodations for their plea- 

sure excursions in the woods near and opposite to the Dairy. We are 

strongly convinced that no other element in the design of your work 

compares in importance with that which is calculated to suggest, facili- 

tate, and encourage the choice by the people of the City, of simple 
temperate, healthful, rural and domestic forms of recreation, instead 

of such as involve a liability to the development of habits of extrava- 

gance, and a morbid inclination for the unwholesome excitements of 

city life. 

We desire, in conclusion, to draw attention to the unsettled state of 

the question in regard to the treatment of the land under the control 

of the Commission on the East side of Flatbush Avenue. The fact 

that it continues to be impracticable to make definite calculations as 

to the disposition of this ground, has a_ prejudicial effect in refer- 

ence to the general development of the Park design, and the 
long continued delay is also attended with many practical disadvan- 

tages. The whole subject was fully discussed in our Report made to 

your Board in 1866, prior to the commencement of active operations, 

and again in that of last year; and we have simply now to say that the 

views we have heretofore expressed remain unchanged. 

Respectfully, 

OLMSTED, VAUX & CO. 

Landscape-Architects and Superintendents. 
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(. C. MARTIN, ENGINEER-IN-CHARGE. 

Park Commission, Ciry or Brooxiyn, 

ENGINEER’S OFFICE, January 1st, 1870. 

Messrs. Otmstep, Vaux & Co., 

Landscape-Architects and Superintendents. 

GENTLEMEN :— 

During the past year the work upon the Park has been confined 

mostly to the Western and Central portions. The force of laborers 

employed has not been as large as last year, but the results of the sea- 

son’s work have been quite satisfactory since the labor has been con- 
centrated upon fewer points, and these have been steadily pushed for- 

ward to completion. No strikes have occurred among the laborers and 

but one among the mechanics, and that was due to an arbitrary society 

rule which was finally disregarded by the Park employées. 

ROADS. 

The Park drives have been constructed principally with rubble 

stone foundations. Heretofore the Roa Hook gravel was placed direct- 

ly upon the broken stone. This season two inches of coarse gravel, 

with a small admixture of loam, was placed upon the broken stone, and 

two inches of Roa Hook upon this. 

By the substitution of Park gravel the cost of the drives was mate- 
rially reduced, as the material was less expensive, and it packed more 

readily under the action of the roller. There is every reason to sup- 

pose that these drives willbe equally as durable as the more expensive 

kind, because the wear of the vehicles will still come upon the Roa 
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Ifook gravel, and before this two inches of surface gravel is worn out 

the drives will require to be surfaced with fresh material. Continued 

and careful observations have been made on the drives with the rub- 

ble foundation, in order to compare them with those having Telford 

foundation, and they have been found to compare favorably with them. 

The road gutters have been constructed almost exclusively of stone 

blocks similar to Belgian blocks, and laid upon a bed of sand one foot 

deep. They are much less expensive than the brick gutters, will be 
equally as durable, and will be much more easily repaired, There is 

but one serious objection to them, and that is that a large amount of 

surface water is lost by passing between the blocks, and thas into the 

ground, At this time, this is immaterial, as there is an abundant sup- 

ply of pure water for the lake with its present area, but when the 
lake is completed it will be advisable to save all of the surface water 

possible, in order to keep it supplied; but the probabilities are that the 

fine silt worked from the roads will, before that time, so effectually 

close up the crevices between the stones that almost no water will be 

lost. Should it be found that too much water is lost, a very simple, 

cheap and effective remedy will be, to cover the surface of the block 

gutters with a light layer of tar concrete. This will make a gutter 

that will be impervious to water, and thus equally as effective as brick 

gutters. 

Several additional experiments on tar concrete drives have been 

made. The specimen of drive laid by the Scrimshaw Patent Concrete 

Company, in the fall of 1867, has steadily improved since its construc- 

tion. During the year it has had no repairs, and no expense has been 

put upon it except to sweep off the dust and mud brought on it by 

carriages from the adjacent gravel roads. It is at the present time in 

perfect order. From experiments which I have made, I have been con- 

vinced that there is no difficulty to be anticipated in making repairs 

either from the breaking up or wearing out of the concrete material. 
If, from the unequal settlement of the ground, or any other causes, the 

concrete should crack, a section of it can be removed and new material 

put in its place, without material injury to the Drive surface; and 

when the surface has worn uneven, as it will in time, by constant use, a 

new surface can be laid upon the old, and the adhesion is so complete 

that no tendency to crack is exhibited. 

Samples of the Scharf Patent Concrete Pavement have been laid. 
This promises well, and if it withstands the action of the frosts, it will 

alsomake a good road surface. 
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Later in the season a sample of the Haider Patent Concrete Pave- 

ment was laid on the Drive. This also promises well, but time and 

the elements must decide the merits of this or of the Scharf Pavement. 

The sample of Fisk concrete laid in 1867 was almost entirely disinte- 
grated last season, and during the past summer the patentees, at their 

own cost, re-surfaced it, but before the season was over it had again 

gone to pieces. For walks it answers a better purpose, but even for 

walks the signs of failure are at this time becoming evident. The dis- 

integration commences at the bottom and gradually comes to the sur- 

face. 
STEAM ROAD ROLLER. 

During the season the Park Commission authorized the purchase of 
a Steam Road Roller from Messrs. Aveling & Porter, of Liverpool, 

England. It arrived in the Park in August, and was immediately set 

up by Park employées, and put to work, and from that time until the 

work upon the drives was suspended for the season, it worked almost 

constantly, and, for a great portion of the time, night and day. It 

effected a very marked saving in the expense of rolling. The roller 

weighs fifteen tons, and rolls a width of six feet. It moves either 

backward or forward with equal facility, and hence does not have to be 

turned around on the drive, although it can be turned around in its 

own length, which is about twenty feet. The rollers are five feet in 
diameter. Although this roller may be entirely adapted to the rolling 

of broken stone or McAdam roads, a few modifications could be made 

which would improve it for rolling gravel roads. The rollers should 

be at least six feet in diameter, so that they would not have so great a 
tendency to roll the gravel up in waves before them. Secondly, the 

face of the roller should be straight. On this one therollers are about 

five-eighths of an inch convex, and there being four of them, the effect 

is to produce four parallel depressions, five-eights of an inch deep, and 

this is only produced by moving the gravel sidewise. This sidewise 

motion is prejudicial to the packing, and would be obviated by making 

the faces of the rollers straight, instead of convex. Again, for soft 

roads, Park roads, with a layer of fresh gravel, three or four inches 

thick upon them, the traction power of this roller is scarcely sufficient. 

This could be obviated, either by coupling the four rollers, so that they 

- would all become driving wheels, or else by throwing more weight 

upon the driving wheels. The roller, as it is, effects a very great 

saving of expense in rolling, but the above obvious improvements 

would add considerably to its efficiency. The cost of running it is 

about ten dollars per day, and it does about twice as much effective 

rolling as the seven ton Park roller, which required eight horses to run 

it, and costs twenty dollars per day. 
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ARCHWAYS, BRIDGES. 

The Enterdale Arch, near the main entrance, has been finished during 

the year. Also, the Meadowport Arch, with the exception of the wood- 

en lining, and the Nethermead Arches, except the pointing up of the 
brick work. 

The Lullwood Bridge has been completed, and isin use, <A small 

rustic bridge over the Ambergill has been constructed. A temporary 

wooden bridge has been built across the lake near the south end of 

Breeze Hill to connect the finished drives on the opposite sides of the 

Lake, until the permanent bridge shall be built. It is one hundred 

and eighty-four feet long, thirty-five feet wide, and fourteen feet above 

summer level of water in the Lake. 

DAIRY HOUSE. 

The Dairy House has been completed, and is now occupied. 

THE FOUNTAIN. 

The masonry of the Fountain Basin on the Plaza is nearly comple- 

ted, and on the occasion of the unveiling of the Lincoln Statue, water 

was, for the first time, thrown from a temporary jet. The gas, water 

and drainage pipes have all been put in, and are in good working order, 

WALKS. 

Nearly all of the walks laid on the Park during the year have been 

made of Tar Concrete—a large proportion under the Scrimshaw Pa- 

tent, a portion under the Scharf Pavement, and a portion was laid 

with Improved Fisk Pavement. All of the tar concrete walks are in 

good condition, although some of the Fisk Concrete walks will, from 

present indications, require re-surfacing next season. 

THE WELL. 

The well for supplying the Park with water is essentially completed. 

although some of the surroundings, as railings, engine-house roof, &c., 

are yet unfinished, 

CONSTRUCTION OF WELL. 

The method of sinking the well having been determined upon, the work 

was commenced as follows: an excavation about sixty feet in diame- 
ter was made to a depth of seven feet. Pieces of plank three feet 
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long, ten inches wide, and two inches thick, were then laid upon this 
bottom at intervals of about three feet from centre to centre upon a 

a circle of fifty-four feet in diameter, and the whole carefully levelled. 

A band of wrought iron fifty-four feet in diameter, half an inch thick, 

and twenty-two inches wide, was then obtained and placed upon this 
ring of plank. The band was made of sheets about fourteen feet long, 

the ends of which were placed together, forming butt-joints; over these 

ran covering plates, three feet long, and double counter sunk rivets 

were used to secure them. These having been put in place and 

brought to a true circle,a ring of oak timber, eleven inches thick, 

eleven inches wide on the top and two inches wide at the bottom, was 

placed inside of the iron band, the thin edge resting on the short plank, 
and being in contact with the iron. This was securely fastened to the 
band by means of bolts and spikes, Upon this was laid another ring 
of oak timber six inches thick and twenty-four inches wide, the inner 

diameter of the ring being fifty feet. These two rings were 
securely fastened together by spikes ten inches long and_ half 

an inch square. Seven courses of oak of the same dimensions as 

the last were then laid up, making a total depth of timber of four feet, 

the whole securely spiked and bolted. The iron band reached to the 

top of the second six-inch course of timber, and the third. course pro- 
jected over its edge so as to come flush with the outside of the iron, 

thus forming a shoulder against which the iron could press, and which 

would prevent its being forced upon the outside of the curb. Forty 

holes were then bored through this four feet of timber, to receive the 

rods of one and one-half inch round iron which were sixteen feet 
long. These rods were passed through this mass of timber and were 
held in position at the top by a turnplate. The wall of brick masonry, 

two feet thick, was then commenced upon this wooden curb, and 

carried up to a height of ten feet, where four layers of pine timber, 
each six inches thick and sixteen inches wide, were introduced. These 

were placed in the centre of the wall, and the iron rods passing 

through them were securely bolted down with heavy washers and 

nuts. The wall was now sixteen feet high, besides the cutting edge, 

which projected ten inches below the main wall, and was securely 

bolted together. While this was being done a suitable Derrick had 
been obtained, and so placed that the boom would swing over the wall 
and command the interior space also. Iron buckets for hoisting out 

the sand, and a six-horse-power hoisting engine were procured. Work 

was then commenced upon the excavation. The material from within 
the wall was excavated and thrown into the iron buckets, and was 

then hoisted out and taken away. The excavation in the centre was 

5 
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kept below that at the sides, and when sufliciently advanced the ma- 
terial from immediately under the wall was removed. This was 

done with considerable care and uniformity, and as the excavation 

progressed the wall slowly and quietly settled down, This process 

was continually repeated until the wall was lowered forty-one feet, 

when frost suspended operations last season. At the same time that 

the excavation was going on within the well the masons were at work 

carrying up the wall. The iron rods were extended within this wall 
to its top, but their size was reduced to one and one-fourth inches 

diameter. The brick wall had a battu towards the centre of half an 

inch per foot. The object of this was to prevent the wall from bind- 

ing or getting wedged by the pressure of the earth. The result was 

as anticipated. The wall regularly and uniformly settled as the exca- 

vation was made, 

The work was resumed last spring, and progressed satisfactorily un- 

til the bottom of the curb was about three feet below the water-sur- 

face, when it was found to be impossible to make the excavation 

under the curb uniformly. The curb did not settle evenly, and cracks 

were produced in the wall, also an unequal pressure from the material 

on the outside was thrown on the wall, which produced an eccentricity 

of about two feet in the diameter of the well. This wall was allowed 

to remain in the position last indicated. Another curb similarly con_ 

stituted of timber, brick and iron was constructed, the interior diame- 

ter being thirty-five feet, the walls two feet thick, and the height ten 

feet, besides the cutting edge, which is of wood, and projects below 
the main wall one foot. This curb or wall was lowered in a manner 

similar to the first, until its top was one foot below the surface of 

the water, giving a depth of twelve feet of water in the well. Work 
was suspended at this point, as the depth of water obtained was con- 

sidered sufficient. 

The method of making the excavation under water was somewhat 

novel and entirely successful, reducing the expense of that portion of 

the work very materially. A cylinder twenty inches diameter, and 
forty inches long, with a closed top, was made of three-eighths inch 

boiler iron. The whole was made air-tight except the bottom, which 

was left entirely open. In the top were two valves opening upward. 

The lower edges of the cylinder were made thin and sharp. At- 
tached to the top was a timber or stem six inches square, and eighteen 

feet long, and at the top of this a suitable attachment was made for a 
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hoisting apparatus. The tackle of the Derrick was made fast to this 
and the cylinder was lowered away into the water, the valves were 

forced open and the air escaped. As soon as the cylinder touched 

the bottom, the stem of the cylinder was worked backward and for- 

ward, thus forcing the cylinder into the sand by its own weight. When 

full of sand the valves were closed and the whole hoisted out. As 

soon as the cylinder was lifted above the water it was swung to one 

side, the valves opened and the contents discharged upon the platform 

constructed for the men to work upon. The cylinder has a capacity 

of seven cubic feet, and on an average, five cubic feet of sand was 

lifted at each time, and a charge could be brought up every two 
minutes. The apparatus seemed to work as well in sixteen feet of 

water as in shallow depths. 

ENGINE AND PUMP. 

The Engine is of the kind known as the Worthington Duplex 
Pumping Engine; and consists, essentially of two direct acting hori- 

zontal engines, by the side of each other; so connected together, that 

the motion of the one will operate the steam valves and change the 
motion of the other. 

“Tn the ‘Duplex’ Engine the shock at the change of the stroke, is 

avoided by the use of two double-acting water-cylinders and two sets 

of steam-cylinders; the whole so combined as to form one engine, de- 

livering the water into a common air-chamber.” 

“Each pump moves to the end of its stroke, and is there compelled 

to rest absolutely still, for as much time as will allow the water-valves 

to seat themselves quietly, instead of sending them to their seats 
violently, by a premature motion. And as this piston ceases its 
stroke, it communicates motion to the steam-valves of the other side 

| of the engine, so that its pump assumes the work where the first laid 

it down, and continues it with such uniformity that the indicating 

gauge will show scarcely any variation in the water-pressure. The 

work requires rest from motion while the valves are closing and the 
currents subsiding ; but in the force main the upward flow must be 

unimpared and unbroken.” 

‘ 
5 

“When we examine the engine in regard tothe quantity of metal 

in motion, we find no large masses moving, but that the power of 

the steam, acting direct upon the steam-piston, is transmitted through 
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the piston-rod to the water-plunger, which is attached to the other 
end of the same rod, thus acting upon the water without the inter- 

vention of a greater mass of metal than the strains absolutely require. 
The engine being built so as to contain all these strains within itself, 

the foundations are smaller, and much less expensive, than those re- 

quired for other classes of engines.” 

“The capacity of the engine is such, that it will easily deliver into 

the Reservoir one million gallons in twenty-four hours, through four 

hundred and sixty-five feet of twelve-inch pipe, at a height of one 
hundred and sixty feet.” 

“Jt is about twenty-five horse-power. It has two double-acting 

water-pistons; and each piston-rod passes through a high pressure 

into a low-pressure cylinder, in which the steam is first used at high 

pressure and afterwards at low pressure. The steam cylinders are to 

be protected by a steam jacket, and a covering of felt and black wal- 

nut; and are provided with balanced steam slide-valves. Steam- 

water-pressure, and vacuum gauges are attached to the engine, and 

there is also to be a counter to record the number of strokes.” 

“There are four single-acting vertical air-pumps, worked by two 
half-beams. The engine draws the water from the well through a 

suction-pipe which delivers it into the water-cylinders. This suction- 

pipe is fitted at its base with a ‘foot-valve’ to keep it always full 

of water.” 

The diameter of the suction-pipe is................ 12 inches. 
& ‘“ 6 éS water-pIStOMAS... s/s .<'» sua eine a 

Length of Stroke < o.2550 sje eles oe + 0 wlelsinin translate «tele 

Diameter of the two high-pressure Cylinders........ 14 

a “ cr Lory: Ke ee oa dedkone Rea ae 

“ 

“The speed of the engine is from fifty to eighty strokes per minute, 
as may be desired. The ordinary speed is about sixty strokes with 
the pressure of the steam forty pounds and the vacuum twenty-five 

inches.” 

BOILER. 

The Boiler is of the type known as the Horizontal Tubular. It is 

fifteen feet long, four feet in diameter and contains thirty-nine tubes three 
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inches diameter. The grate surface has an area of sixteen square feet, 
and the heating surface of the boiler is seven hundred and fifty square 

feet. The furnaces are under the shells of the boiler; the fire returning 

through the tubes. The boiler fronts are entirely of iron, and are 

very substantial and neat in appearance. The boilers are fed by a 

small duplex pump. 

BOILER HOUSE. 

The Boiler House is situated on the surface of the ground near the 

well, and is constructed of pressed brick with Ohio stone trimmings. 

The chimney is located at one corner of the house. It is ten feet 
square at the base and is to be sixty feet high, and has a flue two feet 

square throughout. The house is completed except the roof, and the 

chimney is carried up but about forty-five feet. 

ENGINE AND PUMP FOUNDATION. 

It was necessary to place the Pumps and Engine near the surface of 

the water in the well, and in order that they might be entirely independ- 

ent of the walls of the well, which were liable to settlement, it was decided 

to place them on a platform carried by six cast-iron columns. These 
columns were made nine inches in diameter with three-fourths inch 

thickness of metal, and of different lengths. They were cast with 

flanges on the outside by which the sections were securely bolted 

together. They were sunk into the sand by a very rapid, cheap and 

effective method. The sections forming each column were bolted 
together. A cap was made to fit the top of the column and was 

_ securely bolted to it, and in the centre of this was a coupling for a two 

and a half inch hose. At the bottom another flange was cast with a 
cone projecting ten inches from its under side with an opening at the 

point two and a half inches in diameter. The column thus equipped 

was suspended over the position it was to occupy, and suitable guides 

provided to ensure its maintaining a vertical position in its descent. A 

hose was thus attached to the coupling on the cap and connected with 
a small number-four Worthington pump. The pump was started and 

water forced in at the top of the column and out at the bottom. As 

soon as the flow was fully established the column was lowered down. 

The water escaping into the sand below the column loosened it, and 

kept it in violent agitation, so that it offered almost no resistance to 

the sinking, the water escaping alongside of the column to the 
surface. 

These columns, nine inches in diameter, with a bottom flange eighteen 

inches in diameter, were sunk into the sand from eight to ten feet in 
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about eighteen minutes, when the columns were at their proper depth. 

So long as the pumping continued they were loose and easily moved 

around in the sand; but within three minutes after the pump stopped 

they were almost as firm as if set in stone, the sand having settled so 

compactly around them. The method was a complete success, and I 

see no reason why columns could not be sunk to almost any depth by 

the same process. Upon the tops of the columns were placed wrought 

iron beams carrying the floor and pumps. Stone steps were built spi- 

rally into the wall of the well to enable visitors to reach the pump plat- 

form. A floor has been laid over the well leaving a circular opening 

twenty feet in diameter. The floor is supported on two isometrical 

trusses. The entrance to the well is through the Boiler House and a 

side opening in the wall of the well. 

FORCE MAIN, 

The Force Main leading from the Pump to the Reservoir is a cast 
iron pipe twelve inches in interior dianieter. Its length is to be four hun- 

dred and sixty-five feet, and the elevation of the point at which it de- 

livers the water into the Reservoir is one hundred and sixty feet above 

the level of the water in the well, and one hundred and seventy-three 

feet above tide level. The main was made with bell and spigot joints, 

the bells being five inches deep, and the lead joints were made only 

three and one-fourth inches deep, the balance of the space being filled 

by a hempen gasket. 

The force main delivers the water into the Reservoir just above its 

high-water line. The object in pumping to this height rather than into 

the bottom of the Reservoir is to insure a uniform pressure on the pumps. 
In the force main near the pump is placed a check-valve. This is a 

self-acting arrangement by which the pressure of the water in the main 

is prevented from acting on the pumps while they are not in motion, 

and consists of an inclined partition across an enlargement of the pipe, 

with valves on the upper side, which are opened as the water is forced 

through them from the pumps, and which are closed by the pressure of 

the water in the pipe above them. At a distance of eighty-three feet 
from the well, and at an elevation of about sixty-one feet above the 
surface of the water in the well, there is a branch connecting with a 

fifteen inch vitrified pipe which leads to the lake near the proposed site 
of the Refectory. This branch will be used when it is required simply 

to fill the lake. 

At a distance of one hundred and fifty-four feet from the well, and at 

an elevation of ninety feet above the water in the well, is another 
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branch connecting with a twelve inch cast-iron pipe leading around the 

base of Look-out Hill to the uppermost of a series of pools. This pipe 

delivers the water at an elevation of one hundred and twenty-four feet, 

and will be used when a supply of water is to be furnished to the pools 

and cascades situated in the Ambergill and Nethermead districts. 

It will thus be seen that the water from the well can be delivered at 

elevations of sixty-one, one hundred and twenty-four, or one hundred 

and sixty-feet, as the case requires, thus reducing the work and cost of 

pumping to its minimum. 

The water from the Reservoir will be taken into the pipe distribu- 

tion system to be used at the hydrants, drinking fountains, &c., at dif 

ferent points on the Park. This will constitute but a small proportion 
of the water required on the Park. By far the largest quantity will 

be required to supply the loss from the lake, due to evaporation from 

the surface and leakage from the bottom. This water may be used to 
produce pools, cascades, rapids, and running. brooks before it empties 

into the lake. 

SOURCE OF WATER SUPPLY FOR THE WELL.. 

The ground on that portion of the Park lying south of the hills, and 

in fact all of the south side of Long Island is one vast bed of sand, 

which is generally covered by but a few feet of soiland loam. On account 
of this peculiar formation, a large proportion, probably sixty per cent. 
of the rain fall is absorbed and passes down to what is popularly known 

as “the main spring.” This is a body of water fillimg the sand and 

extending under this whole district. The distance from the surface of 
the ground to the surface of this body of water depends upon the mod- 

ulation of the ground; but the elevation of this water surface above 

tide level is quite uniform for equal distances from tide water, and de- 
pends upon that distance; it rises about seven feet per mile—so that, 

for instance, at any point two miles from tide water the surface of this 
subterraneous reservoir will be about fourteen feet above tide level- 

The slope being known, it becomes an easy matter to calculate with 
great certainty the quantity of water which can be obtained from the 

well. 

The rain fall averages something over forty inches per annum, but 

assuming it to be forty inches, then sixty per cent. of this, or twenty- 

four inches in depth of water will reach the main spring. This quan- 
tity over a circle with a radius of one half a mile will give a daily sup- 

ply of about nine hundred thousand gallons. To draw this supply of 

water to the well from a distance of one halfa mile it will be necessary 
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to pump the water down to a depth of about three and a half feet, and 
this will allow the water to take the regular slope of about seven feet 

per mile. The water in the well is twelve feet deep and can readily be 

pumped down seven feet, and this will draw water from nearly a mile 

in every direction. There is therefore an abundant supply of water 

within reach of the well, and the only remaining question was, could 

the requisite amount be pumped out without bringing in with it the 

sand in the bottom and around the well and thus fill it up. This last 
question was set at rest by actual observation during a trial of the 

pump. It was found that when the water in the well was drawn down 

four and a half feet water came in at the rate of 850,000 gallons per day, 
without in the least disturbing the sand in the bottom. This was on 

the third day the pump was run; and the rate of flow of the water to- 

wards the well will increase as pumping is continued, for the subterra- 

neous Channels will arrange themselves in directions towards the well. 
No doubt the bottom could be brought in and the well ruined by sud- 

denly pumping the water down eight or ten feet—but if it were drawn 

down even to that depth gradually no damage would oceur. The water 

must not be drawn down more than four and a half feet suddenly, as 
it cannot be done safely. 

FORT GREENE. 

The work on Fort Greene has been steadily pressed during the sea- 

son, and a large proportion of it is completed. The walks laid last 

year are in good order, and a large amount in addition have been laid 

this season. Mr. T. P. Kinsley remained in charge of the work as 

Engineer until it was suspended in November. Mr. F. Mollard per- 
formed the duties of General Foreman during the continuance of the 

work. 

On Prospect Park, the organization of the Engineer Department 

remained essentially as at the last report, during the season, until the 

suspension of work in November, when the Engineer corps was reduced 
to correspond with the reduction of the labor force. For the Park 

Statistics you are respectfully referred to the reports of the Assistant 

Engineers-in-charge, herewith presented. 

The Assistant Engineers-in-charge, Mr. John Bogart and Mr. John 
Y. Culyer, have performed the duties of their respective departments 

with skill and fidelity. 

Respectfully submitted, 

C. C. MARTIN, 

Engineer-in- Charge. 
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Rue PO. 1. 
OF 

JOHN BOGART, ASSISTANT-ENGINEER-IN-CHARGE. 

Park Comuission, City oF BRrooxk.yn, 

ENGINEER’S OFFICE, JANUARY Ist, 1870. 

C. C. Martin, Ese., 

Engineer-in- Charge. 

SIR: 

I submit herewith the following tabular statistics of construction of 

the Brooklyn Parks, up to January Ist, 1870. 

DRIVES. 

WrivesminishedsoOMfeetiwil deers cei ciloeie ci eles) oe ceiecsene ccc). ste 379 lineal feet. 

i 52 see Bsc evo sce m ecets\ «ei aic#easinr ety) cre qerniauiereia sie ntistavens 217 a 

Ey oRAS BQ Sy ONSEN Sens caine ae her eee ee 1,441 ae 
u“ AG, Bi Ra EARS IER ee HS Maer a 5,546 «“ 
Hm 40 Sea AU astobpci oe tpisvecici a cielaiia wravacsitaue 1s Mtecevavaereoues aveltens 12,423 ce 

a SOMMERS ie rge ce ao ae nae ame 1,500 «“ 
ay 27 se 5 OS Ie RU Re RAD SCRE A tu ag Oo op 1,610 ac 
a 23 « Be Pasha) seas esos cia Capsyats! Mah ONE eS 1,550 ob 

bs 50 o @iranklin@Asvenues) saeemecieeeaeeceae: 1,860 

MNotal length of Drive finished). |. 2.5.20. e-.s-se eee se ss 26,586 

a or 5 4-100 miles. 

Drives in progress, 60 feet wide,. ek LL tie Bb ite ete A dab a 75 lineal feet. 

i Ke 50 GO Na Re ne ees tea NS ODT GEOG RO OO Cota 200 ? 

ty by 40 Se eels ic vauroes eens ea ater et tescy 0) oaaevere teas eke evshs siete 1,610 : 

TRO, oc ie SMe ae MAR Ri ee EAD 2 RIA St 1,885 “ 

or 36-100 miles. 
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CONCOURSES., 

Finished Concourse for carriages — Plaza, ....scecccsccccceccsens 272,442 sup. feet. 

ae uf 4 Park. <Giecsubeissteteueciosioe eller raete 119,350 a 

r a for pedestrians; Plazas. scctepeurecissleisiieieteeneete 26,742 ae 

a ay uf PAM Jevens\aleieveheineietereiniensttcnelsi ate 59,300 

ia as Os * Fort Greene, tces daakeee, meen 78,832 a 

< a & Parade Ground... «cise eee 18,000 Ws 

Total area of finished Concourse,...........4: ate feiss ieiieteas 574,666 

or 13 19-100 acres. 

Concourse in progress, for carriages — Plaza,..........4. eis ehe eee 3,000 sup. feet. 

M M“ Parks, oo. +. vccs be eee 200,000 « 
8 . for pedestrians——Parke rey \cieitictslese eee 80,000 rt 

ul Ui us HoriuGreene, serene Bore. enexent) es 

: 90 a Parade: Grounds. ).cte seer 4,000 ul 

TOval, Fees ets ooh shemale ee ee ee 380,960 

or 8 75-100 acres. 

RIDES 

Ridesnimishod 20M teetmwilder acts sereciereecreremiereie seealeleacltneeetetetneners 3,000 lineal feet 

ie 16 Oe SOCCER eC GOGO 06 0 0C 625 uf 

ie 15 LP ASE COM AO Io 5S 6 0.000 «90% 2,050 Y 

8 Ee «cates ata) AUG) Sarailel’s etabatatiy Geel erel Srenele oats Temes 600 . 

Tofalong thro fmidatinishedy-rsisterceeters leele erie 6,275 tt 

or 1 19-100 miles. 

Ridesmiyprogress: 2Oifeet wide: 4.21 - 4 aseismic eect eee 2,975 lineal feet 

ao 15 ee Be SORA OO OOOO SOO HOO OU.COnaC 900 ue 

Motels <s-favsrya svevsteyo o/viere tatetars elene wares SAP MOCO ROOTS Oc 000 3,875 ee 

or 73-100 miles. 

WALKS. 

Walks finished, '20: feet wits... 9 sc0s.c ve scene ce eee a oeia ee eee 408 lineal feet 

i 16 He Nis tals Save ee’ 0a A lalienaieie’ wi ovateie ein ceTe [ele 15,540 a 

os 14 EOD Sra asenare etarsueteroraauuelete dete SHO OURS O24 400 te 

ut 12 Te OO GOO Co OS C0 0 8,875 fe 

= 10 Moe a Realeravale: dye ebeye Mecheuelse 1s matiek ats ope eee 760 iH 

- 8 4) - enigyavaeiapars tanata¥enehebeh onetete ‘Giageiie Beene sce Sea 450 By 
] 

af 52, = Bort: Greene: ci. ei. isis:tats nite! clelelcleieiereae 108 vy | 

16 e MRR SOROS 5515 CO Gmandodoos6 OO et | 

14.) .# | Sega dete ea ce en 3,667 | 
a aba se ts. i bedusde naa eee eee 1,831 «“ 
Ht 10 Bs PR ArT IS OAN pas oo 0 598 6 

4 8 a Le tert ob OAOn o Oa 00 6 05% re 

8 a Carroll Parksc. cteseretsiaieleniers eeietiseiseiets 2,275 ae 

Motallengthiof dimished WWiallssh orate re stetelebeletsieieianete pg cote o 

or 6 82-100 miles. 



Hinishe da Vallkvatwbrospectmbanksweaasrtlicictealclstsleleie ll cls erejorsis aie 5 1-100 miles. 

; af fie Ios Crees TS clans dopo come ddcd G05 ode ODS ould IES S=10 ON 

. AGC AITO MAT Kee oy avs eushes sy cheed evel starrer: aso slei wistisay eels siesere 43-100 ‘ 

AVallecpimsPro gress SOmfeets wid chery spre clsierciaietaieler cl cialeievels aie sis e)slciele 6 5,396 lineal feet. 

«“ Gilg \ OG rele es ORR a SM SA ence eed Coa 2,175 u“ 
“ Dy) ORE et ele SRO Sl Na Cee ER 4,137 « 
ie 16 Svein ese Wecpanceaticl vest ceils ls) ortapath Ad cheater Ra 1,775 a 

% 12 som iMit nm echeteway raved eur ettar cp aieys iMoney teuonstctas fet da cle 1,900 _ 

i 10 eas Miaineteare cess avcuate ar sieyat acirahoos <a vars a Sloweia aranearel(e 885 Me 

8 POURS Ua ecrediy trucos ayarene: ai saiann ane eeaeerec a erttal ay cjelatiers 850 a 

is Doe Moyet EnveEMe). sacccogscacssa0s0e089 365 a 

i 16 s RM SUiteM are esl nytaite atenenel steed orareneseiers 150 et 

af 14 a DY Lt bakcieraicorcicecactoeercr chencner an T97 i 

1 @ Cnt PASS ra ara A MM 
i 10 e PAD Mae nipatehae re teieetatscomicersic eraiess 35 f 

21,515 « 

4 7-100 miles. 

DRAINAGE. 

1G imeln itseiivec! joype Weil, gocdooonduocococes BoupeuDdGudeSobonOS 1,692 lineal feet. 
15 (73 (75 4 899 6c Seams tai Crotch ab ab ey vou arel ens aversr alate cepseys axcuere reereterte ; 

Ne See aE coe hey es tesh tat irate os eu ye econ ne Oh a avai@ takers espe nc ovatens 9,144 ie 

10. % ena Ne ie NU eaten SI Aah sh yra va tayo ey sitaiepanocreseaeheek nut coltsnaNet el 1,947 : 

g AB: a a ea a a ERE grin el 8,988 ut 
“Tain DRM oy foc sae sine ctSuehopeind cto teow sie ore Ms resid asters 305 ie 
Oi pam I MPRA ch ay stor svi aye casey 2nsvinfensr svencvaysusha anreetehsisesconegeteneae 19,813 

Ro OG. 05 SEE SS 0), Ea Ae TA AC ARAN wi oe A RE 1,619 “ 
4 “ paar TE Sure oy cv sicyrctetisy Sh eye. whsvayiciay alercness Wisco se revevebel wince oe 2,496 ‘ 

a2 * CIRCUS en en Nair lente ON OLR Ae 675 a 
I@ a Monta Greenes wie. craters sotarsasvayawstensenehebenarslaiats 315 os 

Sis i Sopa NN Nhl crAcaueetrnstisieteus ga axctionsrsvereseverar'ay al evevole 680 He 

G & he deh Pontiac Sesyay choy tict eras cu ounrol ckerejeverorssetaezenatels 2,066 S 

Byes se SOU subi Abela t sitar Mnitgsisioharcseuye je xopore ae neta 1,234 a 

qh a = sai Ul al ePeitev el creti sez at cyes sic loiekcusccveratereterenere 2,707 is 

Gren’ ie WarrollPankenyccrsnwy care ceusscvopeuslenstorehevece ia tte On by 

aoe ‘ is Vee SADIE Pe aA RS gEN 310 a 
GMMLAMMECE MICHIE AMIS Laid, gasriaic asivclacgsvee br +,cie werd © cubicinns sicle qeaeebs resent 142 6b 

TONG, nck ase eV nae RP ER Le aa 62,129 a 

or 11 77-100 miles. 

Hleqnpellaidysimcehy. 6 ss. s.. cee Bo eae Eads rset Aas 19,345 lineal feet. 

ui Dees eee ar iim dais: Sree, SA cen RM cok a 25 “ 
«“ MPN HIS 28 3, GOOG Ale rhe lad Uae sg 27,110 « 
YY A Maun hay res cl fev sl 2 ilaevetaNcha conc cel stetlopehay stich staitereie'ens) ee soodoo Toaae ‘ 

wh osbell egegeeteyetteneteyeneyststoze stoners cuckerencmenem asiersuetiel cet iat aie ei avsteneass 53,812 a 

or 10 19-100 miles. 
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WATER DISTRIBUTION. 

Wrought iron and cement pipe, 16 inchi.........s-sesceeecueeevs en 3,023 lineal feet. 

4 4: TD. BSS ialia ithe culavre ce atoiase sa elene ot aene eens 2,548 ee 

ue rt 6 Le sae Saf TES eeeeee 10,550 2) 

: u Ae ha ele eae eee MP 2s) sl a“ 

Lotal ic wesw eee sc ecsees eRe ee eee elolcio tea ane st 

or 3 69-100 miles. 

Cast ironipipest20'im Chic. iis. s:sie«/e, 18 ctedettney ons lerevore se reio ae one ene ... 347 lineal feet. 

se Gs tt Ce assy d.snete etovare’a snake elevene telege ine Crs ate onto etl 29 a 

i V2 Folens anole ave\arersielevesstoeverckereieiotetreisieietette a lolevere fete toetenete 2,515 8 

= Be ardhavcieyslere slarersiolecoicyeke etevale (era tovelets ioe TC RCE Rees 191 es 

ee Gi Mo cctaa Wie) eve's ara leie'e daieieibetere wis 6 eve eeLam tele teehe ce tneee 43 i 

vi: o REST IOT ANCOR ORC OO CRORE OCO DOG OO OOD SIC 8 S 

a yee Foo UrEOO OOGOIGH O10 C aie (elu fafoils\ ele yalela/aleioisietetelatetetite 53 a 

sf DRIES ras ousiona aust sy shelovaneiore bievarevols ease eetete Niele alternate 10 a 

n TS galvanized) sos 55 = 24sec ats) die weleinre ete ee 450 . 

sf 1b et Bee | © e Sigldia ac dalialeve @ ete Scsiaie etal ae ere 1,427 ce 

MOAT hot et CNT Dann lola ee PORTA GS 5,073 u 

uedd-and tin pipe, ¥ tnehyy .). .i\jess ce es» see slvcis wissen neue ee 802 lineal feet. 

fe Ss Bort: Greene, 5 slasc'san ov ae oer te nee 294 oe 

o EAS fat tk eG ee oa deat er 1,064 « 

Mota fore: sWocte eect icversiacus sinks ore eerie erro karate s\asisre\sishe Sete LOO: W 

Blow-otts and Branches) 7.0% -teieserc esas sveais siecuacereraeiieitelers sadaietate sreteneeie totes 74 

MUO COCKS: Sree wissen 0:0 4.0 1e)n 21 os0;si ee orere (elie ov ausleve ovore'e iere alels: ister s\oierete fede et aeaeisteneastet teem 38 

LSI YON Gadasieds © 0 60g iw ein) 0) wini/Gle) wale. evG- oie’ Biel w vieteve wie/e ene wise Keer nereteRenenelen tele teteles ale 

PU ARANCS, 8 5)5 otc aysicisis, oteveresotevereucceis evemisierets oa bia 20 4.0. ara o)a ope lapses eee Rear St cGierers 33 

RREGUGOTS, 5.0. o5 secs ce ete obo cis 0 wieleve lees ecole. S's) aic aielavelene ie lata ene aene net Retanetetete . t 

MOET OSS so) 0\cscveharersie wi sioleis @/0leiejlele) selafolelslal lara steieleleie se tetatelelelerelelolcleterietetat tier itt itt 2 

Stop cocks—Fort Greene, ............ esse ole ele efladols ech o/e/eioleteiete tat ieteeeeateteniate Son lal 

Gasipipe larg) 4 0 incl ie Wises, sisi! sc o'sicrscc ‘sstevoyele cree eiereneraiersisvoie teeters ....700 lineal feet. 

We Bi ee, ce ove mye eicislarsratelaseyeiousherstoreteleteCRe Racine nek tet eaten 88 as 

NOGA. 554 ak ails a(S iu laletelels oltein orelele ers ole eleietere testi Cees 788 ct 

or 15-100 miles. 

Iron fence set—Fort Greene, .........-eeeeeee sae evajave wast ene .....1703 lineal feet. 
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AREA OF OPERATIONS UP TO JANUARY Ist, 1870. 

Area worked over up to January Ist, 1870,.........ceccececcccce cesees 3523-acres. 

ns e St INOW CREDO 66 o0000000008 sade 30 fs 

Surface finished, meadows and slopes,.........--.-eseecececscscecccess 153 acres. 

a VO OGM A Ce Hares cnevercracs oval alse) ci sialiecevn cletelsvetnve) si icenalsjat suslatetstets 40 ‘“ 

es water surfaces,..... el Bus he ifaarar ay cleid malta taeisu ay avieveba) sian aveuahesal ona ates ia 

ay OAC Swear Mawes) eheys ae siclensccce israel elepe eieversmavel sy osc aRevenereners Ale} 0 

MO tall rire lvecesetonersvcsecarsie Aaiueipsiaten Settiies orcicravegeiarar we ycravetiere cnaliontensie 255, * 

STUNRAC OMS CELE O sees toca evaronereyevenain a steve) weithata snelavecsyslead tvemustisysintyes age sl nersonnels 170 acres. 

Surface finished—Fort Greene,...........-..-seeeeeeees MAUGHDUSHOOUC SoS 22 acres. 

MASONRY. 

ArOuMOLMBTICke Mas Omnyssecacie = -lels 0 el-irel sere) o-lslar eee cielo einai 2,922 cubic yards. 

Me i a ont Greeneneresiero saa cee Sreraienalicrersirorcls 15 ¢ 

e SOME WIAGOMAY oodc00d00000 oogac00b000gb0D0G0000 5,986 us 

“ a OT GAG RE CM OH eectaxeuetsebeviascueiere/oravelstetie: salle caenetete 89 i 

# Womcretebmersrrcmryasic at sretersioste stokais Teh otsisisier: /olletotrauenalencelets 1,758 i 

is a: MO tMG TECM C)seletersicl levatitcieucraysieuetereteraven sale 57 vf 

Hs SLO SMSC Larereberrerererteterctaretenecirevereclonetosaintenarncvenavelonateysteve 4,779 lineal feet. 

f “6 MONG CHOCO 666 ccacconcdcuoUcCKObeoGGNO6 214 o 

s CIT OES Cie raretspelieravcyarencnel oie toneys\ istiojey (ats (ojaueveuetcnsersversfishereleus 67,624 “ 

a SMa MELON UN Cr ROCME) arches ollacclayere: sievenoressielenele ay ereiensyors 617 tt 

a elleiann joehvremnerny IEW Coocessouccoscuceauanoduac 295,152 sup. feet. 

s Cobblespaviement)laid yreiciierciiserreiieciel sr sieiere keto ciere 52,816 a 

eee bricks pavement: laid), jag ators: < svete « eisie silocnm ach @isiets « 20,520 66 

ie BTC Ky Ube NS Wald cs..\ een ai aveve esp epayrs stsieievaiere sos sels 20,268 # 

us Mel TOR EOE LE Tal Vi ClNreepavel ctisn-caiet ate eevelorsiekeverlenevsroneislele 49,709 ‘ 

: Coldole eaniter lerol SobsgceccscccodanccccabocKonKD 15,880 i 

ie Maw simone multe leliGls oo Sog0cccoonoboec0d UG000GDE 6,760 i 

Marmconerevempavyement. Lal jr ael lilo retrace cla el sioieiels ee eiilcin el as 360,136 sup. feet. 

tf if iS pe meHiOnt Geen eh earrariyciacisiecsletcic oekerss 176 944 gf 

AMOUNT OF STONE BROKEN. 

McAdam stone by stone-breaker .............02--e cece cece 16,214 cubic yards. 

Telford and building stone by hand................ccecceceeees 8,943 a 

us i oY HS NO EmESMO>s coagcdooqooc000dd 2,569 i 

Spall-stone by hand ............... Ne] omeretaNeHeatoaavavevej wera alisverst avai 12,920 a 
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MATERIAL MOVED. 

During 1869 Total to Jan. 1, 1870. 

For grading and shaping drives, rides, walks, 

meadows and slopes. .............. cubic yards, 144,844...........-416,370 

For lakes, pools and-streams.......... a T2653 Gi evereteueterecretate 481,058 

HOT WP LAZA med cl sinece uae Ae erhovegserercue ES KAO 172,355 

For sewers, drains and water distribution ie EPH SIRs 316 coco Onooe 85,842 

SOLS. wibrate sicietiolstotetetatete re etalelotoratetetects re telle e SONGOM mreteterciets .. 410,772 

EAU oacoqgbboacapaadacauossb) SoGae 4 2. 0}04 Greene mieialee rs 66,566 

Clave eee Ae, BAA g . crete cu sauces ui 2 O74 eee ere 30,150 
Manuressand "Compost 2)... eeleeler % IORI S 5 cou a5 00K 36,100 

RSPORO cele! fotarste (ote ters c's cient ere slailerelebele ng 2ft Weg og00056. 400 83,266 

Graveltand sand! wrocsestc cuvettes cverers s 25d eroptarperseberon 85,367 

IMIS CellaMe OUSM eth ececsseerintreeerceticie wie Bi S22 teers Bieiceie ee ol OF -EO 

Rotalicubichyardslvevesteys)cisistarcilerusisterey> os A466; 202 ete o1- 1,886,292 

Material moved at Port Greene. <)</<c:<,<,60 «yes -\vicisececneess aa DO elereetetetels ere pene nlet 

MMOL CHG WEIS Sascoceseaec Sicilia core AOS AS 1,976,206 

ENGINEER CORPS. 

The Assistant Engineers, Mr. Wilson Crosby, and Mr. James C. 
Aldrich, at Prospect Park, and Mr. T. P. Kinsley at Fort Greene, 
have been actively and efficiently engaged in the immediate super- 

vision of the Engineer Corps during the season. 

Respectfully submitted, 

_ Spee JOHN BOGART, 

Assistant-Engineer-in- Charge. 





TREE MOVING MACHINE.—PROSPECT PARK. 

SIDE ELEVATION. 

Olmsted, Vaux & Co., Landseape Architects. 
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JOHN Y. CULYER, ASSISTANT-ENGINEER-IN-CHARGE, 

Prosprecr Park, 

Brooxtyn, Dee. 31st, 1869. 

C. C. Martin, Esq, 

Engineer-in- Charge. 

Dear Sir:— 

You will find herewith a report of the means and materials employed 

in the construction and maintenance of the several Parks under the 

jurisdiction of the Commission, for the year ending December 31st, 

1869, together with an inventory of tools and supplies, and the sta- 

tistics of the force, and other details, for the same period. 

FORCE. 

During the working season the average of men employed was 813, 

being a less force than has been engaged during any previous season 

of the same duration. 

The work has been prosecuted mainly within the district lying on 

the Westerly side of the Park area, commencing with the unfinished 

ground near the main entrance on the Plaza, then running parallel 

with Ninth Avenue, and including the main West or Circuit Drive, 
through the Litchfield and adjoining properties, and also comprehends 

the construction of the Drive to Lookout Hill, the Nethermead Arches, 

and work on adjoining territory. 

In addition to this, a large amount of work was done in the Lake 
District during the early part of the year. 
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A considerable force of masons and stone-cutters was employed 

upon the construction of Meadowport and Nethermead Arches, the 

Well, Boiler House and Fountain Basin, and the stone-work of the 

Frame House. 

A force of carpenters was employed to complete the wood-work of 
Lullwood Bridge, the Farm House, the Well, the temporary Bridge 

connecting the Drive from Vanderbilt Hill with Breeze Hill, and also 

on a large amount of current detail labor incident to the general pro- 

gress of the work. 

The following statement shows the average number of employed 

force during each month of the year, and also for the preceding years 

since the organization of the work in 1866: 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYED FORCE FOR 

THE MONTHS AND YEARS NOTED. 

| l 
June.| July.| Awg.| Sep. | Oct. | Nov.| Dec. Year. |Jan. | 

| { 

l 
Feb. eres April. | May. 

| | 

Active operations commenced 

1866. jon the Park in the latter part of 300 335; 450; 550) 620; 700! 725 
\the month of June, 1866. 

| | 
| | 

1867. | 700 | 630} 410 | 800| 1000] 1150, 1200) 1525) 1750] 1825) 1800] 1100 

1868. | 944 | 812) 508 | 1215) 1047) 1189) 1095; 1090) 1116) 1118) 1167) 912 

1869. 740 | 698) 746 946) 959} 988} 991) 1006) 975) 946) 552) 204 

The following is an exhibit of the days during which the main force 

was employed, and of the days when the weather partially or entirely 
prevented the prosecution of the work. 

Whole number of full days when the main force was OMplOVeEd iets cyeterelelsieter tes ayers 250 

Whole number of days when the weather interrupted the work................-. 57 

FORT GREENE. 

The work at Fort Greene has been prosecuted during the past year 
under the direction of our Assistant Engineer, our General Foreman of 

field work, and a small force varying from 35 men in January and 

February, to an average of 60 or 70 during the summer and early fall 
season. 
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The work was entirely suspended Noy. 10th. In January, February 
and March, one Foreman, with one gang of men, was employed. Sub- 
sequently two Foremen and two gangs of men were engaged until the 
close of the season. The period covered represents 269 working days. 

During this time the work was interrupted by storms on 50 days. The 

following table shows the average number employed at Fort Greene, 

by months, during the years 1868 and 1869: 

j 2 ea ea eed cone 
Year. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. oe May. | June. July.) Aug.|Sepi. | 

| | | | | | 

| | | 
1868. Work begun June, i868. | 96 | 89 | 133 | 136 | 139 | 132 | 72 

| | | 

| | eo | | | | Work 
1869 36 30 | Al |.- 80! }) 79 || - 69 68 | 61] 66 d8 | 50 | sus- 

jpended 

ORGANIZATION. 

The force for the year was made up as follows: 

FOR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION WORE. 

One General Foreman. 

Two Assistant General Foremen. 

Nine Barrow Gangs (one at Fort Greene) average 32 men each. 

Six Cart Gangs (one at Fort Greene) average 20 men each, 25 Carts. 
Two Team Gangs, average 20 men each, 25 Teams. 

One Stone-breaking Gang, average 8 men each. 

Three Miscellaneous Gangs, average 40 men. 

Of this force 12 men, 1 team and 5 sprinkling carts were required 
for the work of maintenance, cleaning of roads, basins and water ways: 
to which is added a force of Gardeners in the Spring and Summer, for 

the care of shrubbery, mowing, &c. 

MECHANICAL FORCE—STONE-CUTTERS, STONE AND BRICK MASONS. 

One General Foreman. 

One Foreman of Stone-Cutters, 45 Stone-Cutters. 

Two Foremen of Stone-Masons, average 15 Masons each. 

One Foreman of Brick-Masons, 9 Brick-Masons, 

6 
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CARPENTER AND BLACKSMITH FORCE. 

One Foreman of Carpenters, 21 Carpenters. 
One Foreman of Rustic Work, 4 Rustic Carpenters. 

One Foreman of Blacksmiths, 5 Blacksmiths, 5 Helpers. 

PLANTING AND GARDENING FORCE, 

One Foreman. 

Eight Master Gardeners. 
Fifteen Skilled Laborers. 

One hundred and fourteen Laborers. 

The Gardener’s force is under the supervision and direction of the 
Park Inspector, Mr. O. C. Bullard. 

The division and arrangements of labor remain the same as hereto- 
fore, as does also the keeping of time and accounts of work, and of 
complete vouchers and records. 

DISCIPLINE. 

The following is an abstract of the record regarding promotions, 

suspensions and discharges occurring during the year : 

APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS. 

Number of Foremen appointeds.. ...'% ts cscs « oulemealea es a eieieintl 

Number of Laborers promoted to Assistant Foremen.............-1 
Number of Assistant Foremen promoted to Foremen..............1 
Resignation of Foremen.....0iesscececerecerecceesccces| sonsesae 

SUSPENSIONS, 

Number of Assistant General Foremen suspended for infraction 
OT ULES 05 ws! sin» ip"o%e bree bie mo 0 ein wielels bu ett oii eee 1 

Number of Foremen suspended for breach of discipline........ 8 
Number of Assistant Foremen suspended for breach of disci- 

UEC Ae Sion th na ee ccneoce veces cess pos ann)sisaiaieine 4 

Number of Laborers piepended for breach of discipline........ 155 
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DISCHARGES. 

Number of Foremen discharged for breach of discipline........ 2 

Number of Assistant Foremen discharged for inefficiency....... 1 

Number of Laborers discharged for inefficiency....... Bet shares SOT 
Number of Laborers discharged for intoxication and neglect of 

Giltiyzte.. 2 -- ss000 500 S0ns00595 Sssocog sb sooh sce noi o- 49 

ACCIDENTS. 

Six laborers were injured on the work, and two died in consequence 
of injuries they received. A small boy was run over and killed by a 

truck belonging toa contractor. 

A number of cases of sun-stroke occurred during the extreme heat 
of the summer, none of which resulted fatally, owing, it is believed, to 

the prompt application of the remedies provided by the Commission 
for such cases. 

KEEPERS, AND PUBLIC USE OF THE PARKS. 

This force, as organized the preceeding year, remained unchanged 

up to November 30th, when, in consequence of the general suspension 

of work on the Park, a temporary reduction was made in the number 

employed. 

The force consists of two Head Keepers, one Station officer, six 

Wardens, sixteen Range Keepers, and thirty Post Keepers. 

A reduction was made November 30th, of two Wardens, four Range 

Keepers, and six Post Keepers, together with six subordinate employées. 

The service has been distributed as follows: 

16 Rangers, Prospect Park. 

24 Post Keepers, Prospect Park. 
3 Post Keepers, Fort Greene. 
2 Post Keepers, Carroll Park. 
1 Post Keeper, City Park, 

and comprehends a daily inspection by a Head Keeper of all the smaller 

Parks under the jurisdiction of the Commissioners. 

It is to be observed in this connection that the area now made use: 

of by the public is much larger in extent than it was last year, and 
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that the number of visitors making use of the Park is greatly in ad- 
rance of last season, the natural result being that the duties and re- 

sponsibilities of the Keeper force have been proportionately increased. 

During the year one Ranger and two Post Keepers have resigned. 
Two Post Keepers have been promoted to the grade of Range 

Keepers. One death has occured in the grade of Post Keepers. Five 
Range Keepers and nine Post Keepers have been suspended for breach 

of discipline. Two Range Keepers and ten Post Keepers have been 

discharged for neglect of duty and inefficiency. 

ARRESTS. 

Thirty-three arrests were made during the year, of which the fol- 
lowing is a summary : 

Hor Wash GVivinG Ae. em te ss os ele 6 cle nee ieee 
For injuring trees and shrubbery... .20.- seem sete 

For disorderly conduct and intoxication............ 2 

For interfering with Keepers........<. 2. sash 

For violation of ordinance on Fort Greene.......... Fw Wh > 

Besides the above a number of minor offences were disposed of by 
caution or reprimand, by the Station Officer, or the Keeper under whose 
observation they occurred. 

Twelve lost children were restored to their homes. 

IMPOUNDED ANIMALS, 

The annoyance resulting from cattle, goats and swine running at 

large, is abating. One hundred and fifty-four animals were impounded, 
which were redeemed by their owners on payment of fines and charges, 

or sold to pay expenses. 

PUBLIC USE OF THE PARKS. 

During the year records have been made of the number of people 
visiting the Park, and the results in detail will be found in the follow- 
ing statement. The whole number for the year is 2,958,539, which is 
822,197, or 38 per cent. in advance of last year. 

A marked increase inthe number of persons driving in the Park is 
also noticeable, 714,240 vehicles having entered the Park. 

This is 292,642, or 69 per cent. in advance of the preceding season, | 
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STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER OF VISITORS AT PROSPECT PARK 

DURING THE YEARS 1868 AND 1869. 

| 
| Vehicles. nyu Pedestrians. | Total Visitors. 

l | | l 
| 1868. | 1869. | 1868. | 1869. “sis 1s69. | 1868. | 1869 
| | 
| | | | | 

January........... 11,440] 36,719] 1,301| 4,031] 62,012] 73,500| 94,443) 187,688 
| | 

February.......... 16,476] 37,888] 510] 49,60) 42,504] 81,761] 90,982) 150,385 

La 16,085| 43,740) 3,304| 6,380) 27,281/ 32,820 75,933) 170,420 

gat, ok ee | 19,089| 53,430] 5,287| 4,671| 25,942| 45,125] 88,502) 210,086 

BME Akos... 38,871] 75,636) 7,623]11,242| 69,478] 65,049] 194,457| 303,199 

Tanck a 65,485] 82,620) 8,825| 7,884 102,544] 87,441) 308,988) 343,185 
| | 

ini: eee b2,877| 68,226) 5,214) 5,133] 98,967|102,203) 266,821) 312,014 

7. 51,133 fe 6,369] 4,270|117,425] 91,315) 277,193] 336,602 
| 

September......... 37,349| 70,717| 4,863| 5,072| 60,322] 74,667| 177,242| 291,890 
2 } 

| October............| 49,684] 80,417] 8,329 nies 72,325] 98,305] 229,949] 346,719 

November........ .| 44,909] 50,073/10,113) ae 44,027] 29,091] 188,247| 185,157 

December.......... 18,200] 34,435] 3,180| S101 |)39 056] 14,788] 144,042] 121,194 
| 

| | 421,598|714,240|64,918|69,754 808,383 +4005 2.12609 058500 
| | 

The largest number of visitors on any one day was 41,425, October 

24th. 

720,888 persons visited the Park on Sundays. 

69,754 equestrians have made use of the Park. This is 4,836 in 

excess of the preceding year. 

About two anda half miles of new drive was opened to public use 
simultaneously with the inauguration of the Lincoln Statue, October 
21st. 32,439 persons entered the gates of the Park on that day. In 

addition to these, several thousand persons witnessed the ceremonies 
at the Plaza, without entering the Park. 
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During the year a piece of ground, one and one-third acres inarea, was — 
prepared and set apart for velocipede riders. Velocipedes were also 

permitted on the walks of the Park, but no great use was made of 

either of their privileges, and beyond the occurrence of several slight 
accidents, there is nothing to record in regard to this branch of the 
public amusement. . 

In the early fall, the turf upon the most of the larger open spaces of 

the Park, having become firm and close, the public was allowed free 
range over it. ‘The privilege gave great satisfaction to many, and was 

not found inconsistent with the maintenance of good order or the pres- 

ervation of the turf. 

During the summer and fine fall weather, the West Woods were in 
constant use for large social parties and the pic-nics of friendly associa- 
tions, Sunday Schools, Church and Temperance Societies. There have 

been two hundred of these during the season, In addition a large number 

of smaller family festivals were noted. The use of these grounds, and of 

the privileges thus accorded to visitors, has been marked by good 

order and a ready compliance with established regulations. Tables, 
seats and swings were provided, as heretofore, without charge. No 

accident has occurred. 

PARADE GROUND. 

This ground has been in good serviceable condition during the 
season, frequent mowings having rendered the turf strong and 

compact. There have been twelve Parades, one Division Parade, 

three Brigade Parades, and eight Regimental and Battalion Parades. 
The grounds have also been made use of by about fifty Cricket, Base 
Ball and La Crosse Clubs. 

SKATING. 

There were twenty-two days of skating this year, as follows: Sixteen 
in January, two in February and four in March. The Pond area, 
obtained by a temporary dam across the incompleted excavations 
of the lake, in use for skating was twelve acres. A new movable 

house with convenient accommodations for the public, 168 feet by 
28 feet was provided; during this period 75,000 visits were made 

to the Pond. 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

The following statements show the number of deciduous trees, 
shrubs, evergreens, etc., purchased; also the stock on hand, together 

with the number that have been planted during the year. 

ON PROSPECT PARK. 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TREES, SHRUBS, ETC., RECEIVED 

DURING THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31ST, 1869. 

Deciduous | Deciduous : : H’rbaceous| Bedding. 
mena inate Evergreens Vines. | Ferns. Dns. eines Aggregate. 

5.787 | 8. 167 | 19.784 852 2.600 2.696 282 | 40.168 

STOCK IN NURSERY, DECEMBER 31ST, 1869. 

Deciduous Deciduous : | H’rbaceous 
feces! Evergreens. Siene! Vines. | Plants. Ferns. | Aggregate. 

22.130 | 32.834 | 44.525 3.707 | 1.492 3.000 10.7688 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TREES, SHRUBS, ETC., SET IN 

PERMANENT PLANTATIONS DURING THE YEAR. 

Deciduous Deciduous | -- H’rbaceous Bedding 
Trees. Bissell Shrubs. Wate Plants. ewan Plants. BEN 

3.030 | 9.386 | 17.786 2.634 6.814 3.360 282 43.292 

Fifty-two deciduous trees of fine character and five deciduous 

shrubs were presented by Mr. Henry Struybring. Five deciduous 

trees, twenty-six deciduous shrubs, and eight ever-greens, by Mr. 8. 

R. Trowbridge. One very fine American elm by Mr. Cooper. 
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FORT GREENE. 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TREES, SHRUBS, ETC., PLANTED 

AT FORT GREENE DURING THE YEAR. 

Deciduous | Deciduous at | Herbaceous 
Trees. Shrubs. Evergreens. Vines. | Plants. Aggregate. 

1,079 | 6,357 | 3,721 | 108 | 52 | 11,317 

Seven shrubs and two other plants were presented by Mrs. Burtis. 

CARROLL PARK. 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TREES, SHRUBS, ETC., PLANTED AT 

CARROLL PARK DURING THE YEAR. 

Deciduous Deciduous 
Trees. | Evergreens. | Caribe: | Vines. | Aggregate. 

9 | 25 | 308 | 19 | 361 

A choice selection of deciduous shrubs and evergreens, imported 

from England, were received in excellent condition. A part of these 
isincluded among the stock planted this season, and the remainder form 

a part of the stock on hand for future operations. 

Two large trucks, especially adapted to the moving of large trees, 

were constructed on the work in 1867, and have been in successful and 

constant operation in the seasons proper for such work since that time. 

Between five hundred and six hundred trees, ranging from four inch- 

es to seventeen inches diameter, measured three feet from the ground, 

have been taken up and transplanted from one to another point more 

or less distant on the Park or from the outside, with entire success. 

Not more than six have died that have been thus moved. 

The largest tree moved measured seventeen inches in diameter at 

three feet from the ground, and weighed with the ball of earth attached 

to the roots fifteen tons. It was carried a distance of half a mile, 

and so far as its present appearance indicates, without material injury. 
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GENERAL STATISTICS. 

The following is a list of structures, &c., completed or advanced in 
construction during the year. The Nethermead Arches, of Ohio sand- 

stone and Quincy granite, 108 ft. 6 in. long, and 56 ft. 6in. wide, com- 

prising three Arches, two each of 20 ft. span, and a central span 22 ft. 

The Meadowport Arch, of Ohio sandstone, 83 ft. 6 in. in length, 20 ft. 

span, with groined arch 30 ft. 

The Lullwood Bridge, at the north end of the lake, 90 ft. span, 20 ft. 

wide, constructed of white oak on granite piers and abutments. 

One Locust Rustic Bridge, over the Binnen-water, 35 feet span and 
16 feet wide. 

One Rustic Arbor, on the east shore of the lake, 111 feet in length, 

16 feet wide and 8 feet high. 

One temporary bridge over the lake, of pine and spruce, connecting 
the line of drive from Breeze Hill to Look-out Hill, 36 feet wide, and 

208 feet span, 22 feet above the level of water in the lake. 

One temporary building, 40 by 60 ft., for pattern room for bridge- 

work and other structures. 

The Farm-House is completed. 

THE WELL. 

The curbs are completed and in position; a covering placed on the 
same, and the railing around the opening and on the platform and 
steps in the well is in progress. 

A boiler-house 42 ft. 6 in. by 20 ft. 6 in., with chimney 8 ft. 6 in. at 
base, of Croton brick and Ohio stone trimmings, has been partially con- 

structed, and work interrupted by frost and suspended. 

THE FOUNTAIN. 

The granite for the steps, platform and coping, for the Fountain ba- 

sin at the Plaza, have mainly been delivered by the contractor, and are 
in part in place in the work. 
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Three flag-staffs, 70 feet high and 17 inches in diameter at the base, 
have been permanently set in their position at the Plaza; and three 
large flags, 30 ft. by 40 ft., severally bearing emblems and the mottoes 

of the United States, the State of New York and City of Brooklyn, 

have been prepared for use on public oceasions and holidays. 

PARK, FURNITURE. 

Fifty-two rustic-seats of sassafras and cedar have been made and 

placed about the Park. 

Two canvas field umbrellas, with camp chairs, were placed on the 
turf near the Children’s Play-ground. 

There have been added to the furniture of the Park— 

26 Rustic ordinance stands, 

800 Rustic bird houses, 

75 Park settees of iron and wood, each 7 feet long, 
30 ce (74 (74 “ce 5 ce 

30 66 ce co oe 4 66 

One new drinking fountain of granite. 

During the past season two temporary places for refreshment, esta- 
blished the preceding season, and found to extend desired facilities to 
the public, were continued. 

Numerous water-stations were established, to which fresh cool water 

was supplied, 

The swings and scups in the East and West woods have been kept in 

repair, and have been in constant use during fine weather. 

The birds peculiar to the woods of this section, secure from annoy- 
ance, are already increasing in numbers upon the Park quite notice- 
ably. The English Sparrows are familiar visitors, and numbers of them 

are becoming permanent lodgers on the Park. 

PARADE GROUND. 

A shelter-house, with suitable accommodations for the use of the 

Military of Kings County, was erected during the year, of the following 

dimensions :— 

Main building, 40 ft. by 40 ft. 
Two wings, each 50 ft. by 14 ft., 
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with additions to the same on each end, 14 ft. by 20 ft. ; the whole cov- 

ering an area of 3,560 superficial feet. 

FORT GREENE. 

A trellis of worked timber has been constructed at this park, on the 
hill, 200 ft. by 200 ft., 144 ft. in height in centre, and 124 ft. in the 

wings, and contains under shelter 48 seats, each 16 ft. 8 in. long; one 

drinking fountain of granite; also two additional ‘drinking places 

were provided, to which cool water was constantly supplied during the 

summer. ‘Two temporary water-closets and one urinal were erected. 

Two hundred and thirty feet of new iron fence was placed on the 
boundary line of the Park and Hospital property. 

CITY PARK. 

Hight gate entrances at this Park have been re-arranged and new 

gates supplied. 

SUPPLIES. 

Tools, Implements, and Machinery. 

From the accompanying statement of material received and used on 

the work, and now in stock, it will be seen that there is now on hand 

a large general supply of tools and implements for future operations. 
Of the more expensive appliances, such as derricks, derrick-gearing, 

trucks, road-rollers, &c., the supply is in excellent condition, and will 

be sufficient for any ordinary future demands of the work. 

A Steam Road Roller of fifteen tons weight was received from Eng- 

land in good order, and has been in use during the latter part of the 

year. 

One ten ton wall-builder for moving stone was purchased. 

STONE AND BRICK. 

During the season 315 cubic yards of foundation stone have been re- 
ceived. 

Selected stone, quarried, and 
9,000 * ¢- Maine granite ‘ : 

; 8 J worked to dimensions. 
Son 7 Quincy granite, 
A supply of brick for the completion of the Reservoir is on hand. 

1,763 cubic feet of Ohio sandstone, 



GRAVEL. 

8,342 cubic yards of gravel was purchased; 7,342 cubic yards of this 

was used for construction, with 1,000 yards required for maintenance. 

HORSES, ETC, 

There are eight horses belonging to the Commission, six of them are 
in daily use on the field as teams, and two for general use of the officers 

of the Park, and are in good working condition. 

In view of the accumulation of machinery, implements, and supplies 

needed for current and general demands of the work, the selection and 

use of a permanent site for storage yard is desirable. 

ANIMALS AND BIRDS. 

The following animals and birds were presented to the Commis- 
sloners :— 

One Camel, One Fox, 

One Peceary, One Eagle, 

One Hawk. 

Not having suitable accommodations for them, they were tempora- 
rily transferred to the care of the Central Park Commissioners, in ac- 

cordance with an understanding that leaves them subject to withdrawal 

whenever it may be deemed desirable to establish a zoological collec- 
tion on the Brooklyn Park. 

FERTILIZING MATERIALS. 

Statement of manure and fertilizing material, received and on hand. 

PROSPECT PARK. 

338 two-horse loads horse manure. 

FORT GREENE. 

122 two-horse loads horse manure, 

1,978 one “ “« street “ 

PROSPECT PARK.—STATEMENT OF MATERIAL ON HAND. 

Stable Manure Compost, 387 cubic yards, 
Night-soil, he U2 Bde ie 
Fish, ef 420.» ES 
Peat and Lime a ullaLe termes a 
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FORT GREENE. 

Stable Manure Compost, 267 cubic yards. 

METEOROLOGY. 

The system of Meteorological observations which was begun in the 

month of July, 1868, has been continued throughout the year. These 

have been made and recorded three times daily. 

The extent and thoroughness of such records depend largely upon 

the completeness of the system, and character of the instruments used. 
Our supply has been only partial, and the observations taken were ne- 

cessarily incomplete, though entirely reliable to the extent afforded by 

the instruments. With reference to the Commission these records 
would appear to have little value, but the constantly growing interest 

throughout the country, in this popular branch of science, at once sug- 
gests the importance of the subject. 

Successful agriculture and other industries depend largely upon the 
conditions of the atmosphere and temperature. Meteorology alone 
affords us an intelligent comprehension of these phenomena. Data, 
compiled from its observations, are regarded by the scientific as among 

the most valuable contributions to the statistics of the country. Pro- 

gress in the science is to be mainly anticipated from study at the office 
established for that purpose at Washington, of accurate records of ob- 

servations made simultaneously at a very large number of stations in 
all parts of the country. 

The situation of the Park, and the character of its organization, 

make it by far the best station for the purpose in this vicinity. The 

apparatus at present in use is very simple and incomplete. Ifthe Com- 

mission should think proper to appropriate five hundred dollars to its 
enlargement and improvement, the observations which might be taken 
without any additional current expense, would be of much higher 
value. 

A faithful and intelligent attention to duty has characterized the 
services of the several assistants employed in my department. 

Respectfully submitted, 

JOHN Y. CULYER, 

Assistant-Engineer-in- Charge. 
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